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Abstract
The development of new and complex creative behaviors via

behavior modification techniques has been demonstrated in

childrenrs story writing, painting, block building and tool
improvisation. From problem solving and generalization perspectives one of the more interesting classes of behaviors
trained. is tool improvisation, which is defined as finding

a new and effective alternative tool in the absence of the
original tool. Viewed behaviorally, problem solving is an
operant and as such is amenable to development through differential reinforcement. Creative problem solvingr âs in
tool improvisation, can be viewed as the generalization of
original and'functional problem-solving responses within a
task and across other tasks. The present studv trained l0
preschool .children to produce numerous, new alternative tools
in two tasks, one using functional hammers and one using functional

containers.

Improvisation was studied in two multiple

baseline designs, one across tasks for each child and one
across subjects for each task. Four generalization programming strategies were studied in the multiple baseline design.
The children were randomly assigned to one of the following
strategies: Lrain-to-general,ìze; train sufficient exemplars;
sufficient exemplars plus descriptive praise; and mediate

generalization.

The first

strategy involved socially reinforcing the child in a way descriptive of the child's response
when a new tool was produced. The second strategy involved
demonstrating new alternative responses with no descri_ptive
social reinforcement. The third strategy used both exampres
of alternative tools and descriptive social reinforcement.
The fourth strategy used examples of alternative tool_s with
verbal labels of the item's essential functional quality (e.g.,
hardness for hammers and spaciousness for containers) in
addition to descriptive social reinforcement. The dependent
measures \,vere: cumulative number of improvisations; percent

successful- discrimination; and mean rate of improvisation per
session during training. The measure of successful dÍscrimina-

tion, taken in conjunction with cumulative improvisation, was of
significant value in establishing the effectiveness of training
and in defining a criterion of sufficient generalization for
each task. The results revealed that with a very low operant
level train-to-generalize alone was virtually ineffective in
producing substantial tool improvisation. Train sufficient
exemplars \,ras more successful than expected as \^/as sufficient
exemplars plus descriptive praise.

The success of these latter

two strategies appeared to be due to modeling of exemplar responses which then elicited. child responses. Mediate generaliza-

tion did not produce substantially more generalization within the
tasks than train sufficÌent exempJ-ars and sufficient exemplars
plus descriptive praise. However, the use of verbal ]abels in
-vl--

generalization demonstrated the most promise for
establishing generalization across tasks. The potential of
mediate generalization as a powerful generalization programming strategy was discussed in reration to its success in
generalization across tasks as well- as its development of
verbal knowledge about the problem solving process. All
strategies produced much greater improvisation than achieved
in Parsonson and Baerrs (1978) original attempt to establish
tool improvisation in preschool child.ren. The success of the
present strategies was mainly attributable to the modeling of
example responses (picking exemplar items from the same tray
as provided the child) and the structure of the problem
situation (removing solution items to maintain a new problem
situation) .
medj-ate
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1.

The ability

to sorve old and new problems efficientry
and in different ways is a highry valued skir-l in our
society, that has received. much attention and experimental
study since 1950 when J.p. Guilford indicated the importance
of creativity to future social development (Taylor , rg75).
Behavior modification techniques have only been applied
in
a smal1 number of creativity studies (eoetz, Note 1) and
have been criticized

in

some quarters

, for attempting to
control a process which requíres freedom (cole & parsons,
r974) - But if creativity is a desired goai_ for individuals
and society, then it seems only reasonable that it should
be
increased whether that is "control" or not. rn fact, despite the smal] number of studies and the philosophical
concern over control, the behavi-or analyses and training
conducted have clearly demonstrated that behavior modifica_
tion is a successful strategy for increasing creativity, and
as such deserves further intense examination to broaden its
applications and findings (Goetz, Note l).

Skinner(195:, p. 247) defined problem solving âs, ,,any
behavior which, through the manipuration of variables, makes

the appearance of a solution more probable. " The definition
of problem solving becomes clearer in the context of what a
problem is.

A problem is said to exist when a response can_

2.

not be emitted and the state of deprivation or aversive
stimulation is strong. The problem is solved by changing
the situation to allow the response to occur, vrhich then
alters the deprivation or aversive stimuration (skinner,
1953; Bijou, r976). consider the folrowing example of a
problem from Skinner (1953, pp. 246-247)=

A locked drawer presents a problem if behavior requiring
an open drawer is strong and if the individual_ does not
have the key or other means of opening it"
The strength
of the behavior is inferred from the presence of responses
which previously opened the d.rawer or from the appearance

of the behavior as soon as the drawer has been opened...
rn any case, the solution to a problem is simpry a response which alters the situation so that the strong response can be emitted. . . once the solution has occurred,
the problem vanishes simply because the essential condition

has been eliminated.

(rhe

same

problem is not likery to

recur since the situation will- no longer be novel. Henceforth, the response which appeared as a sorution wirl
occur because it has been reinforced under similar circumstances).
There are three important points to be noted in skinner's
example of a problem. First, the exampre indicates that the

subject has a response in repert.oire which cannot be emitted,
in this case getting into the drawer to acsuire the reinforce-

J.

ment within it"

The subject must have facility

at getting
into the drawer and must have been previously reinforced for
doing sor or the state of deprivation wirl not exist and. so
the problem does not exist. The second point is that there
is a distinction between the strong response which is getting
into the drawer, and the solution response which is the alteration of the situat.ion so that the key is found or some other
means of opening the drawer is made available. That is, the
finar response of getting into the drawer is considered the
strong response not the solution. The sorution response is
that which occurs before the strong response (getting into
the drawer) i"e., finding the key or some other means which
allows the drawer to be opened. when studying probrem solving
then, the concern should be with the process; that is, the
step(s) taken to alter the situation so that the strong response can occur. The third and final point is the essentiar
condition of a problem situation, which is, that no solution
must be present. Any previousry reinforced solutions are
likely to occurrf".g., using a paper clip as a key), therefore
to achieve a new problem solution the problem situation must be
new in some way. If a previously performed solution is possible,
then, in factr ro problem exists.
The appearance of a solved problem (e.g. r ârr open drawer)
does not verify that a systematic problem solvÍng process has
occurred, because the solved problem may have resulted accidenLatly from random responding. Accidentally sol-ved problems are

4.

the result of trial-and-error responding (skinner, 1953; 196B;
Bijou I 1976) . Because a problem situation involves a state
of deprivation or aversive stimulation, the subject will be
responding to eliminate the deprivation or aversive stimulation- The result may be that a randomry produced response or

series of responses may serve to dispose of the essential
condition of the problem. The problem has been solved, but
only accidentally and inefficiently.
All that can real-ly be
said is that the subject has learned to Lry, until a solution
" Any further refinements of the process, which inevitably would be necessary, wirr be time consuming and
frustrating to the subject, because previously reinforced
non-essential responses must be extinguished.
appears

To be properly called problem solvj-ng, a response or a
series of responses must systematically changie the environment

to al-low the sol-uti-on response to occur. That is, there should
be a minimum of inappropriate attempt responses. rn tri_ar-and
error responding where a sorution occurs, many inappropriate
and unnecessary responses have been adventitiously reinforced.
The series of responses learned will not facilitate the solving

of other problems, rather the subject, when faced with another
problem, will again randomly try responses until a sol_ution
appears.

skinner (1953; 196B) has indicated that "problem solving',
refers to three categiories of precurrent activities (i.e.,
activites before the strong response) which facilitate probl-em
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solving under a variety of circumstances " The three categories
of precurrent activities are: (a) surveying the problem situation, (b) arranging or re-arranging the situation, and (c) selfprobing (i.e., systematically reviewing tentative solutions) .
A simpre example of a precurrent response is attention, which
is included in the first category above, surveying the problem situation.

what is meant specifically by attention is
that a subject must recognize the kind of problem involved,

then must respond to selected features of the environment.
Proper attending can be learned. usual methods of teaching it
involve showing an example and gaining attention by talking

loudIy or requiring that the subject look toward the exampre.
These methods of getting someone to attend do not guarantee
that the subject has attended to the problem or to the step(s)
by which a solution was reached.
Skinner (1968) considers a more fruitful approach to be one
of specifying discrimination as the central process at wórk in attending. That is, the subject must learn to discriminate
between essential and non-essential features of the situation.

one way to faciritate

discrimination in attending, suggested.
by skinner (1968), is to use instructions. specific instructions on how to attend and to what, are merely arranging present
contingencies t.o take advantage of similar compl-ex contingencies
of stimulus control in the subjects past history. probl-em.
solving is thus facilitated because the instructions form
supplemental stimuli in the present and future problem situa-
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tions, which aid in eliminating the essential condition of
the problem.
It is not readily obvious to what features of particular
situaLions attention should be trained and thereby problem
solving facilitated.. Hor,'/ever, the first step in the behavioral analysis, in terms of the defining characteristics of
precurrent activities, is to consider problem solving as
operant behavior. That is, in the definition of precurrent
activities the behavior in question must alter the environment in some wây, which corresponds to the definition
of
operant behavior (Ferster, Culbertson & Perrott-Boren, L975) .
An operant behavior may take on any form, and it. conceivably
may be desirable to train as many forms as possible to facilitate a wide range of problem solvirg, in many circumstances
(Skinner, L953).. The training of diverse responding in creative tasks and problem solving contexts has fol-lowed from
this analysis.
Training Creativity and Problem Solving
As just indicated, the training of creative behavior and
problem solving has followed. from defining them as operant
behaviors " Differential reinforcement of the actual behavior
has been the major training strategy employed, with some use
of exemplar training, but no direct instructions on attending
appear to have been formulated.
In the study and traininq of creativitv it is important to

t.

clearly define creativity. Bijou (Ig76) has indicated that
creative behavior is a special case of problem sorving.
creative behavior is a term applied to a solution to a probrem, that is both original and functionar_. Most creati_ve
behavior and problem solving involves a comprex series of

responses- However, the simplest definition of creativity
entails new responses, relative to a subject's past responses,
which are systematically (not trial_and_error) produced (GoeLz,
NoLe 1).
To determine whether a solution for a given problem is
unique to a person it is necessary, then, to have observed
alr of
that person's-problem solving episodes over some period of time,

which is typicar of behavior modification research designs.
Traditionally, however, creativity has been viewed as an iIldefined cognitive quality assessed. by means of accounts of

personal experience or standardized tests (Goetz, Note 1).
The difficulty with such views is that a score on a particurar
creativity test at a particular time means little in terms of

external validity, i.e.r â. individuar actually being able to
make new things or to act in new ways (Torrance, 1969).
From earlier discussion we can see that cognitive
abilities are analyzable in terms of their component behaviors
and that to make progress in training creativity, behavior and
its products must be the targets of training (Goetz, Note I¡
Holman, Goetz & Baer I Ig77).

In particular, the products of
behavior readily rend themselves to objective measurement in
terms of the analysis of new, unlque forms and functionalitv.
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This kind of objective measurement is important because not
all idiosyncratic novelty is considered socially varuable
(skinner, 1968; Guilford, L975). using products to measure
creativity within behavior mod.ification research designs has
provèd prosperous to the training of story writing, blockbuilding and painting with child.ren.
story writing. composition writing in elementary school
children has been analysed in terms of its component parts
and these parts have been taught sequentially using differential
reinforcement. The first training of story writing involving
behavior analysis appears to have been undertaken by Bringiham,
Graubard and Stans (I972) .

The composition components idenli_

fied and then taught sequentiatly were r¡unber,of words used;
number of different words used; and number of new words used.
'roken reinf orcement âs team points
r
, was praced on the three
composition components sequent.ially in time and the resurts

that in turn the usage of each component by the
children increased. This study demonstrated the benefit of
a rigorous analysis of a complex behavior considered to involve being creative.
Also in composition writinq Maloney and Hopkins (1973)
meticulously identified eight components in children's written
compositions. They measured: the number of letters; the number
of words; the number of adjectives; the number of adverbs;
the number of action verbs; the number of prepositional
showed
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phrases; the number Af SentenÇes,. and the number of compound
sentences- Again team points were used to sequentially increase the usage of each component. Maloney and. Hopkins added

significantly to the demonstration that behavior modification
could increase individual creativity, by having the stories
written, independently rated subjectively for creativity.
The subjective ratings indicated that as more components were
taught, the stories were judged as more creative relative to

earlier stories written by that individual.
Next Ballard and Glynn (1975) attempted to determine
exactly what components produced more creative stories and if
sel-f-control strategies could conLribute to creative composition
writing. Their response measures were: the number of sentences;
the number of different action words; and the number of different describing words. They used self-determined and selfadministered reinforcement, self-assessment and self-recording
as the interventions to increase the usage of the composition
components. Their results showed that only when reinforcement
\,vas applied did usagie of the components increase. Also they
found that stories written with reinforcement contingent

on

the number of different action words received the hiqhest
qualitative ratings.
The story writing studies have shown that complex human
behaviors can be broken down into their essential component

parts and that these parts can be taught sequentially using
reinforcement. rncreased usage of some or all of the components

1n

produced more creative stories as indexed by subjective

ratings.

other areas of children's creative behavior have
been similarly analysed and trained using reinforcement.
Block-building. Goetz and Baer (1973) demonstrated how
descriptive social reinforcement could increase form diversity
and the number of forms used in children's block-buildings.
Descriptive social reinforcement, i.e., describing the behavior
that is being reinforced (e.g. "Good. girl, you made a new tower
by putting that block on top of those two blocksl") was employed.
This type of social reinforcement comes very close to Skinner's
(1968) suggestion of using i-nstructions to specify the essential features of the behavior desired.
Form diversity was defined as the use of two or more

blocks to create a specified. shape or function. They risted
twenty possibre forms, then provided descriptive sociar reinforcement on the occurrence of each form in each session. The
results indicat.ed that contingent descriptive social reinforcement increased form diversity within sessions and increased
the total number of forms used across sessions. They argued
against a definition of creativity which compared. an indi'vidual-to
a group norm- Novelty defined as something never seen before in
a particular societyr mây lead to very infrequent reinforcement for most individuals.

Rather novelty as something not

seen in an individualts repertoire in each new situation
will lead to more freguent reinforcement and increase t.he
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probability of future creative hehavior"
Painting. A number of experiments in chj-ldrents painting
have been conducted by Holman et. al. (Lg77). rn one experiment
they reinforced form diversity in easel painting with descriptive social reinforcement, while monitoring the effect on
block-building which received no reinforcement. Form diversity
and number of new forms increased in easel painting as training

on; however, only a slight increase in block-building form
diversity was noted" The concern was then raised that behavioral training of creativity needed to produce more generalization to untrained behaviors, to be properly recognized by
society as creativity"
A second experiment was carried out to assess if generalization of creative responding would occur if two tasks were
similar enough in topography,. Descriptive social reinforcement was given to form diversity in felt-tip pen drawing
while monitoring easel painting, block-building and lego
construction. The manipulation demonstrated increased form
diversity in felt-tip pen drawing, and. somewhat variable
increases in the other three tasks. The most consistent
generalization increases lvere noted in easel painting, a
topographically similar response to felt-tip pen drawing"
The major contributions of these two studies were; their
examination of generalization effects in behavioral training
of creativity; and their suggestion to consolidate research

went
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by fitting cre¿tivity traj-ning strategies into the Stokes
and Baer (1977 ) review of generalization programming. Holman
et. aI" also encouraged the notion that creativity training
should work in collaboration with generarization programming
and that the training had to overcome limitations of topo-

grahical similarity of the behaviors trained, while emphasizing
functional siirilarity.
They questioned the social value of any
creativity training which was limited to one kind of task or
where generalization occurred only in topographically similar
tasks; like felt-tip pen drawing and easel painting. This
questioning seems somewhat unwarranted, however, because of
what is known about stimulus control and differential reinforcement, i.e., that responses occur in the presence of certain

stimuli and not others because they have been previousry differentially reinforced for doing so. In fact it is usually
undesirable to obtain generalization to aII situatj_ons, e.g.,
at inappropriate times. Bijou (L976) clearly
indicated in his analysis of creativity and problem sohiing
that since creative behavior is not viewed as an expression
of a creative faculty, but rather as the beiravior of an individual in relation to specific environmental events, then a1l
references to a childrs problem solving ability must be in
specific terms. ft is not meaningful to say a child is
creative, w€ must specify the area of creative behavior in
musiö, painting, science, mechanical technology, and so on.
navîng good-bye
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Indeed there is social value and it is reinforcing f,or the

individual if creativity is developed in onry one area. For
exampre someone who can produce great oil paintings does not
need to also be a great musician for substantial individual
and social benefits to accrue.
The problems in obtaining generalization in creative
responding bring up two important issues in the training of
creative behavior through differential reinforcement and/or
stimulus control procedures (Goetz, Note 1). The first issue
of concern is that the operant level of the response desired
may be so low that it. can never be reinforced. The second.
issue is that creativity training reguires the teaching of
an abstraction rather than a specific set of behaviors. That
is, the subject must discriminate between the novelty of the
response (whi.ch is being reinforced) and the response itself .
Both Flolman,et. al . (1977) and Goetz (Note 1) see the sol_utions
to these issues coming through generalization programming.

Generalization programming
stokes and Baer (L977) reviewed the generalization programming strategies used in previous research and then classified
them according to similarity of procedures. Four of the
strategies reviewed seem especially pertinent to creativity
research in the light of studies already completed and their
failure to obtain generalization. These four strategies wirl
be summarized here.

14.

Frogram common Stimuli. If there are sufficient stimulus
components occurring in common in both the training and general-

ization settings, then generalization will be enhanced (Stokes
& Baer, L977) " Very few behavioral studies have deliberately
attempted to program common stimuli in training and generarization settings; especially conlmon physical stimuli (stokes
& Baer, 1977) " rf these stimuli v/ere in some \,vay incorporated
into the training proced.ures, then generalization might thereby
be facilitated.
. AnÒther generalization strategy
outlined in Stokes and Baer (Lg77) was the training of a suf_
ficient number of examples (exemplars) of a desired response
class' That is, a lesson is taught; if no generalization
occurs, then another lesson is taught until there is sufficient
generalization. There are two types of exempl-ars: stimuius
and response. stimurus exemplars are used to obtain a particular response in the presence of a.variety of stimuli , for
example, getting a person to wave helro to all_ the staff in an
institution, not just one person. Response exemplars are used
to generat.e a variety of responses similar to, but not necessarily the same âsr an example response in a given situation.
For example a child rnight be taught the correct use of plurals
for a set of nouns and then generalize to all nouns. rn both
types of exemplars the best ordering and combination of the
presentation of exemplars has not been clearly researched.

lq
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point which requires clarification is what
constitutes a sufficient number of exemplars; and what
constitutes a sufficient amount of generalization" Stokes
and Baer (L977) said that the number of exemplars is a few,
usually less than three and that the extent of exemplar'
training may depend on the subjects experience with the task
and the nature of the task itself.
ïn two studies cited bv
Stokes and Baer (1977) as examples of response exemplar
training (i.e., Baer, Peterson & Sherman, L967; Guess, Sailor,
Rutherford & Baeri 1968) sufficient generalization lay between
B0 and 100 percent correct responding and the number of response exemplars varied greatly" Baer et.al" (1967) trained
imitation responses in retardates and found that generalized
imitation to unreinforced responses began after approximately
twenty responses had been trained. Guess et.al-. (1968) trained
the correct use of plurals in a retarded girl.
They foundthatafter
onry three examples were trained, the girl correctly used singu1ar and p1ura1 nouns without further training. l"lost recently
Parsonson and Baer (1978) used the train sufficient exemplars
technique but provided no index of sufficient generalization
or of the sufficient number of exemplars required. The establishment of an index of sufficient generalization and thereby
of sufficient exemplars seems crucial to the development of
the technique.
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Train-to-Genera'1i.ze, Stokes and Baer eg77) defined this
strategy as considering generalization as a response which can
be increased through differential reinforcement. Application
of the strategy was exemplified by Goetz and Baer (1973).
Basically the application of train-to-generarize involved

offering descriptive social reinforcement only for new responses made by the child on the task at hand. The child is
rewarded for moving along the generalization gradient underlying block form inventions, and. never for staying at any
one point- Holman et.a1. (r977) recommended the procedure
as possibly the most productive in training creative responding. However, a serious problem would seem to be that the
operant level of the desired. response may not be high enougrh
to be affected by the positive reinforcement.
llediate Generalization. This procedure requires establishing a response as part of t.he new learning that wilr likely be
utilized in other problem settings as werI. Generalization
will result if the response constitutes sufficient commonality
between the original learning and. new problem situations (stokes
& Baer, 1977\ .
The most commonly used mediator is language, although the

deliberate application of language is rare. verbar mediation
should not have tightly restricted discriminative value for the
subject or it \^/i11 fair. The verbal response must be sarient
to both the training and the generalization problems (stokes
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I 1977) . Language is a response, but it is .arso a
stimurus both for the speaker and the listener; therefore it
meets perfectly wit.h the logic of a salient conmon stimulus
to be carried by the subject from any training setting to any
generalization setting.
& Baer

The mediate generalization strategy has not been used in

creativity training. However, it seems emminently suitabl_e
because in addition to the above reasons, conceptually it
follows skinnerrs (1968) suggestion of constructing suppremental stimuli in the form of instructions to facilitaLe
problem solvinq.

Before probrem-solving can occur or be trained the subject
must have the various behaviors that lead to the solution in
repertoire (Bijou, rg76) or they must be shaped. specifically,

precurrent activities (Skinner, 1953) altering the environment
to allow a solution to appear, might involve one or more of
the following manipulations (Bijou, 1976): (a) moving physical
objects or physical events (e.g., manipulating materials which
might be covering the key to a rocked drawer t or grasping the
drawer handles and pulring to open the drawer); (b) arranging
social conditions (onIy telling bad news in certain ways or
in certain places); (c) altering personal conditions (not
eating snacks in order to lose weight); or (d) manipulating
abstract conditions (transposing numbers to solve arithmetic
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problems) .

rf a childrs learning h.istory does not j-nclude
situations where tl¡-e required responses were developed then
the probrenn is insoluble to the chird until those responses
are developed. A childts effectiveness in problem solving
then depends on skills developed which are appropriate to
the type of problem faced or similar problems, and oR the
reinforcement history for solving past problems. The deveropment of these skil-ls wilr affect the success of training as
was noted by Stokes and Baer (L977) in discussing the Lrain
sufficient exemplars technique (cn., p. 15 of present study)

.

class of behaviors which constitutes an important part
of a problem-solving repertoire with physicar objects, is
improvisation" The development of improvisation in preschool
children was studied by parsonson and Baer (1978).
One

Generalized fmprovisation of Tools
using a combination of two generarization strategies

(train:to-generalize and train sufficient exemplars) parsonson
and Baer (1978) trained problem solving in preschool children
as the improvisation of toors. rmprovisation was defined as
producing a functional alternative tool from a tray of items
in the absence of the regular tool. They stated: "The process
of improvisation involves identifying the essential char:acteristics of the unavailable item, and. then searching for the
effective alternative." (parsonson & Baer, rg7B, p. 364).
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Five preschool children were involved to determine whether
they spontaneously displayed diverse improvisation skills.
rf
not, it courd then be determined whether they could be trained
to display diverse and new improvisations and if sor whether
generalized improvisation in one problem task would generalize
its effects to untrained tasks. They used three tasks; pound_
ing on a pounding toy; storing marbles; and lacing a shoe.
Each task requiréd the improvisation of that
task,s too1,
that is, of hammers, containers and shoelaces.
There vüere two experimental designs used in combination:
a multiple baseri-ne across tools for each of the five
children;
and a multiple baseline across two subjects for
each of the
tool tasks- rn each baseline session the experimenter
d.emon_

strated the use of the regular toor (baseline exemplar)
, then
invited the chir-d to try using the toor. successful
compretion
of the task was accompanied by descriptive feedback and. praise,
(e.g-, "Good girrl you have hit the peg right
down with the
hammer-"). An improvisation probe trial followed by removingi
the exemplar from sight and asking the child to find a success_
ful- too1. Tf the child used an item or combination of items
successfully, it was pointed out immediately with descriptive
feedback but not praise (e.g., ,,See, you hit that peg
all the
way down with the cotton spool. r')
The training procedures r exemplars were not the regular
tools as in baseline. rnstead. a different, and usuarly
uncon-

)^

ventienal, exenplar toor was introduced in each sessron. The
first appearance of a successful improvisation was reinforced
with praise and descriptive feedback. Re-use of that item
in the same session generated no com¡nent. Re-use in subsequent
sessions was noted only on the first

occasion in a session,
with descriptive feedback but not praise.
The combined use of train-to-generarize and train sufficient exemplars is illustrated in the forlowing example. rn

training, the experimenter would demonstrate an alternative
tool for a child, then wourd encourage the child to use it
and would then socially reinforce its use. This sequence of
events is an example of the train sufficient exemplars strategy. The exemplar tool was then removed from sight and the
child was asked to come up with a ne\,v toor. rf the chird
were successful, the experímenter would provide descriptive
feedback and social reinforcement (e.g., "Good. boy, you hit
the peg all the way down with the piece of brick. That's

grreat!"), which is an example of the train-to-general_ize
strategy.
successful improvisations were defined by a performance
criterion established for each task. The responses recorded
were: picking up an itemi attempting to use an item; and
successful improvisation with an item.
The results of the study revealed that alr but one child
showed few improvisations

without traj-ning. comparisons bet-

2I.
ween baseline and

training phases in each tool_ task trained
showed greater increases in the diversity of improvisations
after speci fic training was initiated.
No generalization of
training effects was noted in untrained toors. However, it
must be acknowledged that the positive effects of training,
where observed, \,vere very smaIl. Throughout 18 training
sessions the best improvisation was eight containers by one
child. The data also contained long periods in traini4g where
no new improvisations occurred.. The Fol-row-up data which was
considered to show maintenance of improvisation performance by
the authors revealed only six improvisations for five children

in 11 cases where the tasks were trained, which were fewer improvisations than observed in baseline.
A number of difficulties

can be noted in the improvisation

training of parsonson and Baer (1978). A novel_ for this experi_
ment criterion \,vas used to determine the reinforcement schedule (i.e., chi-ldren \¡rere reinforced onry the first time they
used a particular object and. never again). However, the next
time that response occurred. it was met with descriptive feed-

back for its first

appearance. The very subtle difference
between descriptive feedback alone.and with praise may not
have been discriminated by the chùldrenr so that the discrimi_
nation of the desi-red response may have been very difficult.
This may have bet, conditions for perseveration on .a success_
ful item, which Parsonson and Baer indicated freguentlv occur-
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red. rn addition the children were always reinforced for
completing the task with the exemplar both in baseline and in
training phases. Furthermore they received reinforcement for
attending the sessions (a small toy was given to each child
after each session) " I^iith so many responses being reinforced
the child.ren may not have been able to discriminate between
the desired response (i.e., nover tools) and the other responses (i.e., completing the task, completing the session
early and getting a toy).
Using a novel for this experiment criterion for reinforcement may not have been adequate to bring the response under
stimulus control, because the operant rever may have been too
low" Goetz and Baer (L973) for that reason had used a novel
for this session criterion, reinforcing every nev¡ response in
a session regardless of whether it had occurred before in other
sessions. They found that the children sti1l produced more new
forms in later sessions than in earl-ier sessions. of particular relevance to the improvisation problem is the maintenance
of a successfur response in a chil-d's repertoire, in addition
to the generation of new tools. rn parsonson and Baerrs (1978)
study, using a novel for this experiment criterion did not
produce large gains in new improvisations. perhaps the children had not been exposed to enough reinforcement to firmly
estabrish novel responding in each session and to establish
the disciimination between completing the task and,/or session
and searching out new alternatives. parsonson and Baer (1978,
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P' 379) suggested that a media trap rnay rr-ave occurred which
entails the response of completing the task itself being

more

reinforcing to the children than praise from the experimenter.
A media trap seems a teasi'b.r-e explanation for the
low respond_
ing and perseveration, in view of the extremel_y sparse
social
reinforcement resulting from a novel for this experiment
criterion- These problems suggest using train-to-generalize

in a novel for this:session criterion to capitalize on
the
higher operant lever made availabre by the shift in criterion.
A second difficulty in the improvisation training was
the
return of each improvisation item'back to the tray after
suc_
cessful use by the chitdren. rn so doing a problem situation
could no longer be sàid to exist, because indeed there
was a
sorution on the tray which the chird had been reinforced
for
using (cf., Skinner, 1953). This may, have been a strong
test
of generalized improvisation, but it was a discrimination
that
probably was difficult for the children to learn.
That is,
given they were reinforced for successfully using an
item,
that same response in the same situation was likery to recur.
when it did, because the item was put back and was
therefore
still available, the child was given descriptive feedback
(which was conceivabry reinforcing to the child)
r so that
same response \^¡as more Iikely to recur. The item
was put back
again and used again, this time the response received no attentionr so that it was now on extinction, until its first use

-À

in the next session, where it would he again given descriptive feedback" Such procedures constitute a co¡nplex schedule
of intermiLtent reinforcement which may in and of itself produce perserveration. The resolution to this problem would
simply be to keep a new problem situation at all times, by
removing any items that were used successfully. while this
is perhaps an easier discrimination and so a less rigid test

of generalization, it does allow the children to be reinforced
only for novel responses.
A third training difficulty of the Parsonson and Baer (1978)
study lies in the way the train sufficient exemplars strategy
was used" The strategy was to:: "faciritate exploration of,
and experimentation with, a diversity of apparently unlikery

items in the probe item pool," (parsonson & Bael, Lg7B, p. 378)
Four points can be made about the proced.ures followed in train-

ing exemplars. one, the training exemplars came from a separate pool of items to which the child had no access (parsonson & Baer, Note 2) . This may have resulted in a lack of
similarity between the exemplars and the potential tool j-tems.
Al-so the fact that the exemplars did not come from the tray
may have led to an important salient common stimul-us dif-

ference between training and generarization settings, i.e.,

the tray.
The second point relating to the manner of exemplar train-

i.rg is that presenting a comprex exemplar intact, and reinforcing completion of the task with it, may have inadvertently

trained the child ta take th.e exemplar from the experime";;
and use it.
This would not then have trained the child to
search the tray for an item, pick one out, then use it. Also,
by using complex exemplars the experimenters may have presented
the children with an overly difficult dj-scrimination and so
limited Lhe children's probable success.
A third point is that the essentiar characteristics of
the exemplars were not actually trained. parsonson and Baer
(1978) indicated that the essentiar characteristics of the
tools were learned by the children, only after many errors.
The essential characteristics of the tools and exemplars could
have been taught quickly by telling the children what to look
for in each task (".g., hardness, spaciousness t oL suppleness) in a way that woutd have made the disciimination bet\¡/een potential too1s. and useless items more obvious . As a
result of not training essential characteristics, initial
attempts by the children often involved distractors that looked
potentially effective. The children then proceeded in a trialand-error \tlay to discover the essential characteristics and
eventually to discriminate between potentially effective and
essentially useless alternative tools.
The fourth point is that the study continued to present
exemplars throughout the training peÈiod, up to 37, which seems
contrary to the "few", t'sufficient" exemplars mentioned in
stokes and Baer (L977) . Exemplars are to be presented until
sufficient generalization occurs, then only probing should
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continue" Either ne generalization Çccurred, (but the authors
claim it did, p- 375) or their criterion of sufficient generalizationwäs a nebulous one, To test for generalization requires
a phase where generalizati-on programming has stopped as stokes
and Baer (1977, p. 350) indicated by definition: ,,Generar íza-

tion will- be considered to be the occurrence of relevant
behavior under different, non training conditions (i.e., across
subjects, settings, people, behaviors and/or time), wi_thout
[italics mine] the scheduling of the same events in those
conditions as had been scheduled in the training conditions.,,
These four points indicate four needs in the training of
improvisation of tools; (a) tfre exemplars shoul_d come from the
item pool, sharing the sarient common stimulus of the tray;
(b) reinforcement contingencies must be carefurly placed
on
the desired behavior only, to establish clearly to the children
what response is sought; (c) the essential characteristics
of
the tool items shour-d be activery trained by enhancing the

discrimination between potentially effective and essentially
useless items; and (d) some criterion of "suffìcient generalization" must be set to verify that generalization has occurred.
and to establish the number of exemplars, that had to be trai-ned
to obtain generalization.
A major need which requires further examination is how
discrimination and generalization are to be trained together.

Further analysis in the following two sections will elucidate
t_his issue.-
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Di

scrirnin'at'ion T{aining

(cf., p. 7) , Skinner (196g) stated
that discrimination is a central process in problem-sorving.
Parsonson and Baer (1978) have also indicated that
in tool
improvisation a discrimination must be established between
pótentially effective tools and useless items.
Discrimination probrem solving has been extensivery
studied in a mediationar model by Kendler (e.g., Kendler, r97r;
Kendler, Glasman & I^tard, L972) . Kendler et.aI . (]tg7}) studied
discrimination shift behavior. For exampre, in the initial
As mentioned earlier

phase of a discrimination shift ühe subject may
be confronted

with a task invorving two stimuli that vary on two dimensions,
e"g-, brightness and shape. rn the first phase of discrimina_
tion.black is correct and white is incorrect, irregardress of
shape. After this discrimination is learned, a shift in the
reinforcement contingencies occurs. rn a reversal shift, the
response contingencies are reversed., that is, white becomes

correct and black incorrect, irregardress of shape. rn an
extradimensional shift, the reinforcement contingencies are
shifted to the previousry irrelevant dimension r of shape.
Whereas brightness initially
was the critical dimension for
reinforcementf now it becomes shape irregardr-ess of briqhtness (Kend1er, 197l-) .
Typically children below 12 years of age perform better
on extradimensional shift problems than they do on reversal

¿ö.

shift problems. As a child matures, the ability to reverse
a previously learned discrimination increases. The change in
ease of reversal shift behaviors has been attri_buted to an
ontogentic progression from a single-unit process in which
the discrimination stimuli become directly connected to the
choice response, to a complex mediationat process in which
the external cues are transformed into an implicit representational response ("bIack not whiter" to ',white not brack,')
which then cues the choice behavior (Kendrer, r97r¡ Kendler
et. al. , I972)
"

Kendler et-aI., (L972) have developed a method of training
preschool children in reversal_-shift behavior. The strategy
used essentially was to construct supplemental stimuri which

then took advantage of the subject's stimulus control history.
verbal labeling and cue training \^/ere compared (Kendter et.al.,
I972) , as to their effectiveness at increasing subjects rever-

sal shifts in sorting cards with curvilinear and rectilinear
lines in a conceptually systematic way. The verbar rabeling
subjects were required to articulate distinctive verbal labels
to the instances of each conceptual category with lines. For
example, children were presented with a card which had a
curvilinear line on it, the experimenter said "This is a pic_
ture of a curveyi what is its name?', when the subject responded
correctly by saying ttcurveyt' the experimenter said r,good,!,'
The verbal label, for rectilinear

lines was "pointy. " The cue
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training subjects were trained to match each line, before sorting it, with one of two critical cuesr 4rr acute angle or a
curved line on a stimurus card, by tracing the lines with their
fingers

"

Both procedures \,vere superior to a control condition, wherê
no training occurred, in increasing reversal-shift pe::formance.
Verbal labeling was most effective, however. rn a mediational
model interpretation,

the labels encouraged. symbolic responses
that represented the instances from each category and provided
cues to guide the children's response (Kendler et.al., rg72),
thereby improving performance. AlternativeJ-y, in a behavioral
interpretation, the verbal labels facilitated the precurrent
problem sorving activity of attention, by serving as suppremental- stimuli and thereby takirng advantage of previously
established stimulus control. Generalization to other problems
occurred because the verbal- labels were salient conìmon stimuli,
as described earlier in the mediate generalization streJ-arrrr
Generalized f

rovisation

and.

Discrimination Behavior

The improvisation of tools problem requires that children

select a functionally successful tool- out of a pool of effec_
tive and useless items. The children must discriminate bet_
ween useless items and potentially useful tools. conceptually
this problem seems similar to a riiscrimination-shift problem. The
children, given famiriarity with the task, have been reinforced
in the past for compreting the task with a specific toor_ (e.g.,
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" Now they must complete the task using an item that
was irrelevant to the task before (e.g. r ê. ash tray) . They
must select their new tool on a funcLional dimension noL a
shape dimension which would constitute an extiadimension
al shift- parsonson and Baer Tr97g, p. 378) noted that the
children initially chose items thatlooked eff,ective, that is,
they considered shape as an essential dimension for reinforceharnrner)

ment.

Given the conceptual similarities between the improvisation problem and discrjrni¡lation-shift probrem and the success of the
Kendler

et-al- (1972) training, using verbal rabering seemed. like an
expeditious route to increase generalized improvisation. rt
was particularry attractive as well in that it fit into the
generalization strategy called. mediaLe generalization (stokes
Baer, r977). Furthermore, using,verbal behavior to facil_itate
generalization corresponded to skinner's (1968) recommendation
that constructing supplemental stimuli through instructions
gains attention and faciritates problem solving.
Hypotheses

systematic analysis of tool improvisation in children was
undertaken, since it was viewed as a varuable skill, because
of the natural reinforcement given to "clever" chil_dren in

their play interactions with the items in their environment.
Furthermore tool improvisation was viewed as a basic skill for
children to possess in future probrem sorving situations in

and
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which generalization was important. Therefore the estabrishment of the most effective generalization technique might have
broad irnprications for trairiing problem solving.
The present research trained preschool children in the

generalized improvisation of tools (hammers and containers), by
employing a precurrent problem solving skirl: attention to
essential characteristics. Attention to essential character-

istics was defined as discriminating between potentially effective and essentially useless items. The following strategies
were examined for efficiency of training and amount of general_
ízed improvisation. strategy one, train-to-generalize, provided
descriptive social reinforcement for novel responses. Reinforcement was provided on a novel for this session basis.
However, in all four training strategies, any novel improvisation by a child in a given session was removed to maintain the
essential problem characteristics, thereby functionally constituting a nover for this experiment criterion. strategy two,
train sufficient exemplars, provided exemplars of searching
out and using arternative tools from a tray of items with no
descriptive social reinforcement. strategy three, sufficient
exemplars plus descriptive praise, provided a combination of
the conditions of strategies one and two. strategy four,
mediate gèneralization, provided verbal labels of the functional d.iscrimination between effective tools and useless
items in the presentation of exemplars, plus descriptive social
reinforcement.
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rt was predicted that the first strategy, train-ro-general_
ize, alone would result in the least arnounts of generalization
because a low operant level of the behavior desired might
not
alIow any stimulus control to be established. strategy number
two, train sufficient exemplars, alone would produce slightly
more generalization because of the use of diverse exemplars
which would model for the children the searching out and use
of items from the tray. However, it would also be limited
because no differential

reinforcement was used to maintain

responding. sufficient exemplars plus descriptive praise,
should produce higher, mdderate levels of novel improvisation,
as it did in parsonson and Baer's(1978) study:, because the
exemplar training would be used with differential reinforce_
ment' The exemplars should increase the likelihood of occurrence of target behaviors which once they occurred, would be
strengthened by the descriptive social reinforcement. The most

successful strategy was predicted to be mediate generalization,
because the verbal behavior should provide cues to facilitate
discrimination of potential tools from essentially useress items.
As weII, the verbar behavior should produce salient common
stj-muli which woul-d facilitate generalization across sessions
and possibry across tools"

rn addition, this strategy arso
util-ized exemplars to elicit the targeL behaviors, and descriptive social reinforcement to increase the likelihood of the
target behaviorts recurrence.

Generalization acfoss tasks if it occurred, rvas expected
to be less than generalization within a task trained, because
of the strong topographical differences in the two tasks. Also
Parsonson and Baer (1979) had demonstrated no across task

generalization.
The behavioral measures used to assess the predictions
stated above were; (a) the cumulative number of improvisations

per session; (b) tfre percentage of successful discriminations per
session; (c) tt¡e mean rate of improvisation per session; and
(d) the number of exemplars required to achieve generalization
(used for all but train-to-generarize where exemplars \,vere
absent). The rationale for t.he first measure was that the
cumufative number of improvisations made by the child in each
session wourd demonstrate whether the child had or had not

learned to make new alternative tools. Also cumulative number
of improvisations was used by parsonson and Baer (Lg7B) and so
would facilitate comparisons of results. The rationale for
the second measure was that generalization of this nature could
only be properly assessed, when the number of useless items
used in relation to the number of improvisations was known,
because new alternatives may only be accidental successes,

the result of trial-and-error interactions with atl the available items " Therefore the production of many novel alternatives
must be accompanied by a decreased use of usel_ess items which
would allow the establj-shment of sufficient generalization

a^

(cf.,

Research- Design and Data

Analysis section) . The rationale
for the third neasure was that rate of improvisation per session was important to compare the efficiency of the four train_
ing strategies because of the varying number of improvisaLions
and sessions in training that were likely.
The rationale for
the final measure \¡/as that sufficient exemplars training by

definition meant training using only a few response exampres,
not all of the exampre tools. Therefore the number of exemplars had to be known to establish what was a sufficient number of exemplars in these problem situations.
Method

subjects and setting. The subjects were l0 preschool children, ages 31 mos- to 55 :nos.ç the mean age was 50 mos., the
S'D' was 7-6 mos. The children attended the Greta Brown unit
Day care

centre in the Iow income, core area of winnipeg. The
children were selected by the staff at the day care centre on
the criterion that they \,vere above age 24 mos. and below age
60 mos. Letters explaining the research to be conducted were
sent to 15 parents t or guardians, of which l0 agreed to allow
their child to participate in the project.
Before selecting preschool children for this research,
kindergarten chirdren had been recruited and the training
initiated with them. Kindergarten children had. been selected
because the older children (one 5 yr. old and one 6 yr. ord)

?q

in the Parsonson ând Baer (1978) study showed the greatest and mcst
consistent responses to training. However, with the consider_
able changes made to the problem situation here, the i.irrd"rgarten children disprayed a maximum rate of improvisation
with 100 percent discrimination, without training. younger
children were then sought to ensure a r_ack of improvisatíon
behavior in the tasks selected for the research.
once the children had been selected and their parents,

permission to participate received, they \^/ere randomly
assigned

to one of the four training strategies.

rndividuat r_0 minute
experimental sessions were conducted once per day, 5 days per
week, in a room 2.r3 m- by 1-83 ft., which was adjacent to
the
day playroom. The experimenter sat opposite from the
chil-d at
a table 91 cm by 49 cilr with the tools on the table between
them' The table was used (unlike Parsonson and Baer who worked
on the floor with the children) for two reasons. First, the
day care centre director urged that a table be used because
the chil-dren \^/ere accustomed to working with adults in this
\day and would probably thus cooperate better. second,
the
room did not have a carpeted floor which therefore made

it

unreasonabl-e to have the chil_dren and particularly

the experi_
menter on the fl-oor" The marbles \dere kept on a dinner
tray
on the tabler so there lvere few times when marbles rorlinq
onto the floor constituted a problem.
The session lengths were the same as in parsonson
and Baer
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(1978), that is, 5 minutes for each task. rt was uncertain
at
the outset of this study if the time arotted would be long
enough¡ or if the chirdren would be seriously hampered
by a
lack of proficient motor skilIs.
rf it was deemed necessary
the experimenter was ready to increase the session length
for
whichever task needed it. Before sessi-on 23 it appeared that
most children had perfect discrimination, used. up al_l_ 5 minutes,
but did not use all the potential tools in the container task.
The session rength for containers was then increased by
5
minutes - No change was mad.e to the length of the hammer
ses_
sion.
Equipment and performance criteria.

Two

tasks

(hammers and

containers)
as well as

\.vere chosen from parsonson and Baer's(1978) study,
some task items and certain of the success criteria.

potential tool items and distractors were added to
those of Parsonson and Baer, because many of their potential
tools were combinations of two other potential toors. rn
Numerous

many cases these combinations considered as new

toors were
trivially different from the original or each other and did
not appear functionarly advantageous to task performance.
As well, if the potential tools were simple, it was thought
that then the children were more likely to be successful and
so come under the reinforcement contingencies sooner. Much
of the perseveration noted by Parsonson and Baer could have
been due to the experimenters I view that more combinations
of items were possible, while the child's view was that
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the task was to be completed (becaus,e doing so had heen
reinforced in the past) and the probrem situation was the

same

as before, because a previous solution was available.
The
pfesent research atteprptedto keep a "true,, problem
situation
by always removing successful improvisations. Furthermore
simple solutions wourd increase the likelihood of success
and thereby reinforcement. (see Appendix A for a compr_ete
list of items used).
The hammer and container tasks were chosen and the
shoelace task omitted because of the rack of suitable
impro_

visation items and distractors for the shoelace task. rn
addition. the children may not have been familiar with
the
shoelacing response¡ âs noted by parsonson and Baer. Lack
of
facility with shoelacing hampers one of the initial- conditions
in setting up a problem situation, i.e., that there be a
response in repertoire which is being prevented from
beinq
emitted (Skinner, 196g¡ Bijou, I976) .
The items, both potential tools and useress items,
were
placed on a dinner trayr o'the table in front of
the chi1d,
between child and experimenter. Though parsonson and
Baer
used five potential tools and 10 distractors, each tray
here
contained five potential tools and five useless items. Exam_
ples of these materiars are provided in Tabre r. The
number
of items was selected arbitrarily to fit the limited size of
the tray and table surfaces. As werr, 10 items v/ere thought
to be a manageable number for the chitdren. An equal number

Tah1e

1

Examples of Materials Used.: Exemplars; Potential
Tools; and
Distractors in Two Tool Tasks
Tbol Use Category

Tìoö1 Task
Hanmers

Contai¡ers

Playskool Cobbler

B0 marbles

Bench

Baseline Þ<e¡rplar

wooden hanmer

plastic

Trailjlg

door knob assernbly

egg carton

plasticene ball

child's

ashtray

baseball glove
pastrlz bag

Potentiaf

E<en'pla¡*

Tbol-*

shoe

adjustable wrench
"D" size battery

mants glove

garden shovel

rnrr's mitt

croquette ball

hand tq,vel
ice cube tray

salt

Distractors

bag

shaker

pa-int brush

frisbee

padlod<

nite

soft rubber han'ner
6 inch plastic ruler
plastic wrench

ice

pencil
t'.44" size battery
*

cap

cream cone
niesh purse

35 nrn film cancup-cake cr:p

jar lid

exact exerrplars and ¡rctential tools used for each cr,-ild
depended on each
chj-ldrs irrprovisätion success, i.e., sone children
may have r:sed sone
of these items as inprovisations, therefore, other items were
chosen as
exenplars. -si-¡rilarly potential tools varied
depenôìrrg upon exenplar

selection and i:rprovisation success.
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of potentiar tools and distractors was chosen in order to
equalize the probability of choosing either type of item by
chance selection. This condition existed only before exemplars
\^/ere tf ained, however.
rmprovisation Tasks. The two tasks \,vere, pounding on a
pounilirgtoy and storing B0 marbles. rmprovisaLion was of hammers and containers.

The materials for each task presentation

included a tray, five potentiálly successful tools and five
useless (distractor) items.
Hammers. The hammer task was to pound down a wooden pegr
in a Cobbler's Bench toy. An effective hammer was defined as

any item that would pound one peg to within 3.2
bench top.
Containers.

mm

of the

The containers task resuired putting B0 mar-

bles in an item that would hold them without l-oss, when picked
up off the table.
Behavioral Definitions
Parsonson and Baer (1978) recorded the number of item pick_
upsr the number of task compretion attempts, and the number of
new improvisations, pêr session- The three response classes

were accorded different values with pick-ups receiving the

lowest and. improvisations the highest value. The final data
of concern was the highest leveI of interaction with an item,
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which would appear to indicate th.at little of the
other two
categories was recorded or that they were not useful,
since

the data were not presented in the published report.
on this
basis and for the reasons previously mentioned
in the Hypotheses section, only improvisations, distractor
uses

and

exemplars v¡ere defined and recorded in the present
study.
From these data, the four response measures: (a)

cumur-ative

improvisations; (b) percent successfur discrimination;
(c) rate of improvisation; and (d) the number
of exemplars
trained; cour-d be calcurated to assess the amount of genuine
tool improvisation.
rmprovisation (r);

Recorded when an item was used

to

meet

the performance criterion.
Distractor (Ð ; Recorded when an attempt to complete, the
task was made with an item that did not meet the performance
criterion.
This scoring included both what had been defined
as distractors or potential tools , if the performance
criterion
had not been reached.
Exempl-ar (E) ; Recorded at the beginning of each
session
in which the experimenter used any item to demonstrate
an
example of a successful tool or distractor.

!g!a Collection procedure
Recording interactiors wÌth items involved writing down
when an item had been interacted with inthe
ways listed above.

¿.'l

one comprete interaction was def,ined âs, rnaking physical
con_

teict with an item (both potentiar toors and useless
items) by
lifting it off the tray and making an attempt to comp.lete
the
task with a distractor, or successfully completing
the task
with a potential tool, and. putting the item down
again.
The

experimenter was the primary observer.

. Checks on reliability

of
observation were made by another observer in addition
to the
primary observer' once per week throughout
the baseline and
training sessions. The reliability observer was aware
of the
general purpose of the study, and the experimenter
was a\^/are
when the reliability
checks were being made. rnter_observer
reliability scores were obtained by comparing the
data sheets
of the two observers and scoring an agreement or a
disagree-

ment for each tool interaction recorded as an
improvisation
or distractor- The total agreements were divided by
the total
agreements plus disagreements and multiplied
by 100. The range

of reliability scores obtained for the container task
was 0%
to 1003 with a mean reliability score of g}z. The zero
relia_
bility score occurred in the first week of the study
when a
chil-d used a small ptastic bag to store marbles.
Alt of the
marbles \{ere in the bag; however, rvhen she attempted
to move
the bag the marbles felI out. As a resur_t the experimenter
scored a distractor attempt and the reliabirity
observer
scored an,limprovisation. This vüas the only item
interaction

À^
4/

in that session resulting in a 0å agreement score. The
0u
score was highly unrepresentative; but since the reliability
coefficient for train sufficient. exemplars was stir_1 very
high,
(see
9re"
below), it was included without further worry. The
range of reliability
scores for the hammer task was B3z to 100å,
with a mean score of 998.
Reliability scores were calcurated for each training
strategy- The rang'e of reliability scores for the train_to_
generalize strategy in containers and hammers was
zero, with
a mean score of 100? for each task. The range of reliability
scores for the train sufficient exemplars strategy in
hamrners
\'{as zero with a mean score of 100%. The range
of scores in
containers was 0u to 1002, with a mean score of 91å.
The range
of reliability scores for the sufficient exemplars and descrip_
tive praise strategy for hammers \,üas B3a to r00u, with a mean
score of 98å- The range scores in containers was zero,
with a
mean score of 100å. rn the mediate generalization
strategy
the range of reliability scores for both hammerà and containers
was zero, with a mean score of 1003 for each task.
Training procedure
session rntroduction. Each chird was brought to the training
room by the experimenter and was seated opposite
him at the
smalI table- The order in which the children v¡ere brought

to the training room was not systematically determi-ned. Because the children played outside with the other 50 plus
chil_

^-
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dren of the day care centre, it was moïe efficient to take
children as they \,üere available. Also the experimenter did not
want to remove the child from a reinforcing play setting because
the resulting emotion due to the time-out, and competing reinforcement would probably have affected the traininq session
performance.
The tasks were presented to each chir_d in a consistent
order and no counterbalancing of the task trained first to

assess task order effects within training strategies was done.
No counterbalancing was used because; (a) the two tasks could
be considered independent; as Parsonson and Baer demonsLrated

no generalization across tasks; (b) t¡re children, in addition
to being in a multiple baseline across tasks design, were yoked
with at least one other child in a multiple baseline across
subjects design, therefore it was necessary for each group of

children to be experiencing conditions in the same ord.er
(a basic assumption of a multi-pre baseline across subjects
design); (c) counterbarancing in parsonson and Baer showed no
differential effects; and (d) the already complex design had
the experimenter completely involved in arranging conditions
(see Table 2 for a summary of the research design).
Baseline- once the child was seated in the training room
the first of the day,s two tool tasks was introduced by pick_

itg the exemplar (the regular tool) from the tray of items
and then describing and demonstrating criterion performance,
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Table

2

Experimental Conditions For Each Subiect
Strategy

Subjecb

Used

Order

of

Ttaining

Ttain-toGeneralize

Jason

Sufficient

slzlvia

Exenplars
ÃyÞct

Sufficient.

Wendv

Che

I5-26

Hanrers
Contai¡rers

I-4

5-18

1-10

IT-24

L9-23
25-27

1-9
1-13

10-15
L4-27

I6-22

1-5
1-18

o-¿J
19-26

26-28
27-29

1-9
1-13

L0-29
14-19

20-22

1-14
L-25

15-27

28_3I

L-4

s-19
9-29

20-22
L7-22
25-28

Hanrrers

Containers
Contai¡rers

Containers
Hanners

l,lediate
C,eneraliza-

tion

Delia

Alvin

Hanmers

L7-20

Containers

1-B

Hanners

1-8

9-16
13-24

1-14

15-21
2A-2L

Containers
Tanya

''ain:ns ffiîf*_ r"tt-*

1-14
1-16

Hanners

Daniela

phaSê

Containers

Hanners

Hanrrers

Descriptive

Praise

per

6-25
12-T7

Contai¡ers
Ð<enplars *.

'SeSSÌorLS

1-5
1-11

Containers

Mictrelle
Train

llanurers

' '
Basehne

Hanners

Containers

*Iêdiate GeneralÍ zation

I-T2
l-19

LB-29

30-31

2r-27

2B-30

28-30

30

30
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(e'9., "This is a hammer, and it can pound
pegs right down.,,)
The baseline exemplars were a wooden toy hammer
and a 26.7 cm
by 20'3 cm plastic bag with a draw string. After
the demonstration of criterion performance the child was then
given
the

exemprar tool and was invited to complete
the task. verbal
encouragement,
given to complete the task if necessary, but
'vas
there were no further comments or sociar reinforcement.

An improvisation probe; trial forlowed, by
withdrawing
the exemplar from sight and asking the chird to
complete the
task using a new tool, (e.g., "Now, 100k at the
things on the
tray and find something that you can hit a peg
right down
with- ") The chird was given r minute to make a
response
be_

fore the trial

was terminated and -the next toor introduced.

successful-completion of the task was met by removing
the item used to improvise so as to maintain the essential

characteristic of.the problem situation. The child
was then
asked Lo try again, (e-g-, "Now, can you find
something else
that you can hit a peg right down wi_th?,,) The tri-als
con_
tinued untif the child announced. completion (".g., ,,I
canrt
find any more hammers.") or 1 minute had elapsed
since the
last attempt with any item had been made t or 5 minutes
had
erapsed since the child was first shown a tool
exemplar.
Any improvisations by a child were removed immediately
in the session in which they \,vere produced and were
not
returned to the tray in the next session(s). This
was done
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in order to maintain the essential probrem setting, where
no previous solution was present. .A new tool item was
added
in the next session to keep the number of potential toor_s
and distractors constant at the beginning of each
session.
Permanent removal of a childrs improvisations
thus clearly
established a novel for this session criterion, without
the
child having to learn such by trial-and.-error. Because
the
improvisations \^¡ere never returned to the tray, this forced
a
novel for this experiment criterion to be established,
but without trial-and-error learning of the contingencies. rn
each session as the child improvised and those items were removed,
the ratio of potential tool items to distractors decreased,
essentially making the task more difficult because there
were

more distractors to choose from in the discrimination
process.
continued improvisation success also continued to increase
the

difficulty of discriminating effective tool items from
useless
items i-n terms of chance responding. A new item was
not added
until the next sessi-on because the addition of an item during
the session wourd have singred it out for use, thereby making
it an experimenter selected exemplar rather than a child
selected solution.
ïmprovisation Training

Train-to-Geheralize. As in baseline the children \{ere
shown Lhe baseline exemplar and were asked to come
up with an
alternative tool. However, now successful completion of the

A1
at-

task was immediately met with descriptive social reinforce_
ment, (e.q., "see you pounded the peg right down using the
brick, thatrs great!,') . The improvisation item was then
removedr so that the child could not use it again and so face
extinctíon, because no experimenter reinforcement woul_d be

forthcoming. ThÍs would then clearly establish what response
\,vas desired, that is, completion of the task with
a ne$/ tool,
both in that session and in subsequent sessions.
. After baseline sessions a new
exemplar tool was used in each session. The experimenter took
an item from the tray, performed the task, replaced the item
and then the child was encouraged to do the same with the item.
once the child had completed the task, the exemplar item was
removed and the child was asked to find an alternate tool.
The selection and presentation of exemprars attenípted to
cover the entire array of toor-s availabre (see appendix B for
a list of exemplars used for each child) . That is, the items
were considered as to how they hrere used; either by a handle
or not for hammers or either being a flat container or an open
container" The exemplars changed between each type of tool
usage alternately from session to session.

. Exemplars
were presented as in the previous condition. Now, however,
successful completion of the task with an improvisation i-tem
was reinforced using descriptive social reinforcernent. This

LR,

was the only change from the sufficient
cedures

exemprar arone pro-

"

Mediate Genêrali-zãtion._ Exemplars and descriptive social
reinforcement were presented as in the previous condition.

rn addition verbar labels were used to facilitate the
discrimination of the tool r s essential characteristics and
to
facilitate generalization. once an exemplar had been present_
ed the experimenter said, "This is rike a hammer, because
it
is hard just like a hammer. " Then picking up a distractor

said, "This isn't like a hammer because it,s too soft",, The
experimenter then had the chitd use the exemplar and asked
why the item had worked (e.g., Experimenteri ,,Why does
the
rock work? " child; "Because it' s hard I " Experimenter: ,,Very
good' thatrs rightr ") - The exempì-ar of a potential
toor- and
a distractor were then both removed and the child was asked
to find an alternate tool. The ratio of potential toor_s to
distractors remàined equaI.(nqv, 4.:4) , unti.l the child succes-sfully
improvised in which case improvisations were removed. as
the previous strategies.

i_n

The slight variation in number of starting items in

the different strategies (10 for train_ro_generalize, 9 for
sufficient exemplars and sufficient exemplars prus praise,
and 8.-for mediate generalization) r âs werl as the varying
ratios of potential toors to useless items represents a minor
confounding in Lhe procedures. presumabry when the
ratio of
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potential tools to useless items is equa1, by chance there
is equal probability of either a correct or an incorrect
response' The discrimination becomes slightly more difficult
as the ratio of potential toors to useless items gets smalrer.
Thus, from this perspective successful generalization
when
obtained may represent a conservative estimate. However,

the

of total items decreases which possibly produces an
easier probrem situation because there are less items from
which to choose- As mentioned previousry (cf., p. 36) parsonson
and Baer (1978) had five potential tools and r0 distractor
items
at all times- rt would seem then that the best combination
of items and the best number to choose from to best test
generalization is unclear" white one situation may be an
number

easier overall situation, it al-so constitutes a more difficutt
discrimination, according to chance responding. since chance
responding is not what is to be acquired, this potentiar confounC-ing was not viewed as serìous,. Nevertheless,
research is
necessary to determine its impact.
Reinforcement only.

once a child reached the sufficient
generalization criterion, the sessions which followed invol-ved
asking the child to find an alternate tool without any prior
demonstration of criterion performance with an exemplar. correct
improvisations \¡¡ere met with descriptive feedback and social

reinforcement, and then the item was removed. This final phase
e/as intended to assess whether generalized improvisation
had
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been established for the exemplar training strategies.
The
reinforcement contingency was arso intended to replicate what

a child might expect in the natural setting. The skill of
tool improvisation would thereby be maintained in the children,
something considered as a valuable ski11. This finar condition
was similar to the Follow-up phase used in parsonson and Baer

(1978), where the children received descriptive feedback
but
no praise for successful improvisations. The conditions both
here and in the Fol1ow-up of Parsonson and. Baer forlowed training immediately and assessed only the short-term maintenance
of improvisation.
The reinforcement only conditions were not applied in the
cases where train-to-generalize had successfully trained suffi-

cient generalization, because there was little substantial difference in the contingencies, i.e., the only extra condition in
trainto-generalize was the demonstration of the reg.urar tool_. since
the exemplar was not considered to be the potent feature of the
train-to-gieneralize strategy (cf ., p. 16) it was not deemed
necessary to test for genuine generalization as per stokes and
Baerrs definition (cf., p. 25) by probing without the exemplar

as in the cases of exemplar training. The number of sessions in
this phase depended largely on how many tools were stirl available, although if possi-ble three sessions were used to clearly
establish if the trend was being maintained (Hersen & Bar]ow

,1976).

Ir{ultip'le Basefi e ReV r al D s.gn
The research design was a murtiple baseline across tasks

5r"

and across children, with several different reversal conditions
which varied in each strategy. The multiple baseline technique
was used to measure baseline improvisations on both tasks
and
on all children. within each strategy the intervention occurred
in one task for the first child while monitoring the baseline

conditions for a1l the other tasks and children. Any changes
in the 1eve1 of improvisation were noted and evaluated against
the baseline leve1s of improvisation in other chir-dren or on
the other task. Then, the same experimentar condition vùas
applied to the second task and./or the second. child and so on
until all tasks and alr children had had the traininq inter_
vention applied (Baer, Wolf & Risely , J'96g).
Once sufficient generalization had been reached a third
condition the reinforcement onry, (also referred to as folrow_
up or gieneralizati-on probing stage), was introduced subseguently
to all tasks and all .iitar.rr.
This condition allowed the evaluation of sufficient generalized improvisation, where exemplars
taught. As mentioned previously (cf ., p. 50) this condj__
tion, which was different from baseline in that it invorved descriptive feedback and sociar reinforcement, was used because
hTere

maintenance of the improvisation ski1l was desired (Hersen

low, p"

&

Bar-

- rn those cases where littre or no improvisation
had' been developed, the third condition hras not generalization
probing but was mediate generalization" This strategy
was conceptually viewed as the superior strategy as discussed earlier. rn
addition' very early in its implementation it produced the nr:st consistent
225)
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effect across the two tasks being trained. The consistencv
of effect made mediate generalization an even more aËEractive strategy to use if any of the other strategies failed.
Moreoverr ês mediate generarization involved more training
conditi-ons than the other strategies, basically being an
increment on the other strategies, it was the logical replacement to develop improvisation, when one of the less comprex

strategies had failed. once a sufficient amount of generalized
improvisation had been reached, the finar condition, the
reinforcement only phase, t1¡as implemented.
Results
Dependent Measures

rn all trainj-ng strategies the cumulative number of
improvisations was graphed across sessions. As well the percent successful- discrimination was calculated by totalling the
of improvisations for each session then dividing by the
total number of improvisations plus distractor uses and multiplying by 100. The discrimination measure was arso graphed
across sessions. rt thereby yielded a continuous percentage
measure of the ratio of successful improvisations to distractor
uses plus improvisations, that is totar attempts with any item.
This index of successful discrimination in comparison with
cumulative number of improvisations would indicate if genr.rj.ne
generalized improvisations vrere occurring, or if trial-anif-er,ïor
number
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responding were producing the cumulative improvisations. These
two measures \{ere always considered when a change from baseline

conditions to training condi-tions was made for any subject.
The mean rate of improvisation per session was calculated
by dividing the total improvisation of a subject in a given phase
by the total number of actual training sessions in that phase.
This measure yielded a fi-gure which could be used to compare
effectiveness across training strategies. Fina11y, the number
of exemplars required to achieve generalized improvisation was
used to compare the exemplar strategies and establish "sufficient"
exemplars.

sufficient Generalization criterion. A criterion of sufficient generalization was estabtished using the first two
measures above" once a child had used all of the potential
tools available in a session with a percent discrimination
leve1 of B0å or better for three consecutive sessions in the
hammer task, generalization was considered "sufficient".
For
containers the criterion used \^¡as, use of all potential tools
available in a session with a percent discrimination level of
80e or better in two consecutive sessions. The criteria $¡ere
established according to the following considerations; (a) no
precedent research had. clearly indicated any levels of generalization considered sufficient (Baer et.al. (r967) and Guess
et-a1. (1968) appeared to use B0u correct imitation, there-

fore an 80ã discrimination level was adopted here); (b) arl
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or nearly all the potentÍal tool items had to have been used
in order to make the percent discrimination leve1 meaningful,
because it was possible to achieve a 1002 1eve1 and only be

producing one improvisation, whereas only one j-ncorrect attempt
followed by five correct responses would reduce the discrimina-

tion level by 2oeo¡ so that Bo? success is in fact a stringent
criterion; and (c) three sessions \dere adopted to measure
criterion performance based on Herson and Barlow's (rg76) rethat three successively increasing or decreasing
data points were required to establish a trend in the data.
rt subsequently became clear that due to the session length
commendations

being too short for containers, longer training phases would
be required to reach criterion.
rn order to approximatery

equalize the length of task training conditions, because of the
potential shortage of viable tool items and distractors, and
due to the possibility

of children reaving the project with
longer training periods, a shorter two day criterion was
used for containers.
Distractors were only scored and counted if they occurred
before all the potential toors had. been used; after that the
child was probably only making attempts because of being prompted
to look for more tools " The Bo? as opposed to a more stringent
100?, criterion seems appropriate because in addition to the
research precedents of Baer et.ar.

(1967) and Guess et.al.

(1968),

of the distractors could really only be established as such
by actually testing them, and as mentioned previously, only one
incorrect response reduced discrimination to B0a.
many
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The improvisation data for both tasks have been presented
in graphs displaying tTre cumulative number of improvisations

per sessi-on for each child. The data are also presented in
graphs displaying the percent successful discrimination per
session for each child. These graphs are first shown to
establish the multiple baseline across tasks design. The same
data are also presented later in the multiple baseline across
subjects design for the four training strategies.
The maximum number of improvisations for each child in

each tool class \^ras dependent on how soon the chird reached

sufficient generalization and the reinforcement only phase.
The maximum number of items coll-ected that courd be used. as
exemplars or tool improvisations was 85 for containers and
53 for hammers; the ordinates on the graphs relfect the rel-ative
maximums reached by each child.
The rate at which the children reached sufficient generalization was seen as a more
important measure of strategy success and not overal-l- maximum
of improvisations, because it was possible to improvise
poorly and so remain in training longer thus increasing the
eventual maximum number of improvisati_ons. some chitdren
were able to exceed. these theoretical maximums by forcing items
defined as distractors, by the experimenterrs ability to use
them as improvisations, to complete the tasks. This usually
required an excessive amount of force , for hammers r or extreme
agility at stacking marbles (or at least more strenqth or
number
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agility than ernployed by the. experimenter) These uses were
"
scored as improvisations for that child, but were not re-defined
for the other chlldren, because it was thought they would be
unable to use the extremes necessary. rndeed this was born
out by some other child.renrs unsucessful attempts with Lhe
same item(s)

.

Multip1e Baseline Across Tasks Data
Train-to-General ize.
Jason. Fígure I presents data on Jason,s
improvisation within and across tool tasks. The cumul_ative
number of improvisations graph shows that durj-ng baseline
Jason
produced three improvisations in the hammer task. without

training improvisations became zero. Basel-ine levels of discrimination were generally below 50u with onÌy one or two improvisations,
indicating trial-and.:€rror success. Hammers began receiving
training first where a slight increase in improvisations was
noted, then no improvisations were produced for four sessions.
Ifexta steady increase of two improvisations per day began.
rnitially in training the discrimination was 5oz, rising to
100% and falling to zero. The discrimination jumped sharpry
in session 15 when improvisation began at the steady two per
day rate. Discrimination began to farl again at session 17 .
by session 19 it had begun to rise, reaching a high
1evel of between BOu and 100a, by session 22 and attaininq the
criterion of sufficient generalization by session 25.
However
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containers received training six sessions after
hammers.
There had been no generalization of the train-to-generalize
effects in containers arthough there was no siÇnificant
con_
Ëro1,

in

hammers and

littre

was expecLed. rmprovisation train_
ing began with improvisaLion at zero in baseline.
Training
had no effect on either improvisation or discrimination,
both
remained at zeTo. Because the operant level
was zero, the

differentiar reinforcement of train-to-generalize
courd not
affect the behavior- Mediate generarization training
was
begun for containers in session rB; discrimination
rose to r00u
in two sessions and daily improvisations rose steadily.
rn
session 23 when the session length was increased,
the rate of
improvisation quickly reached sufficient generalization
and
was maintained for 2 sessions in the reinforcement
only phase be_
'Jason-1eft
fore
on 'vacation. Discrimination,
however, dropped

off sharpry for three sessions after the length
was increased.
Ïncreased time may have fostered increased responding
to terminate
the situation. percent discrimination did rise to
a high level
again and remained at 10ou in the reinforcement
only phase.
The definite increase in slope for cumulative
number of hammer
improvisations {r,ate changed. abruptrv from two per
session to.
fd-ve þer session) and discrimination one
session after mediate
generalization 'brai'ing had begun in containers
strongly
suggests that the training effects had qeneralized
across tasks.

qo
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Michelle. Figure 2 presents the improvisation data for
Miche11e" Baseline sessions indicated steady increases in
improvisation, though the rate was only half the
maxirnum rate. Discrimination was generally high but quite
variable, from 0? to 1002. Training was initiated, after four
weak sessions (where Michelle only produced three improvisations)
in order to attempt to raise her daily rate of improvisation.
Train-to-generalize essentially had no effect at increasing
her daily rate of improvisation; her rate stabirized at one per
day for 9 days. Discrimination v¡as quite consistently l_00å,
except for two low days. In session 23 hammer improvisations
reached a maximum daily rate with consistent l-00U discrimination, but only after mediate generalization training had bequn
in containers.
Baseline sessions in the container task reveal-ed few con;
sistent improvisations except for four days starting from
hammer

session seven. The rate of improvisation was zero for sessi-on 13 to 16 when training began. Throughout baseline there
extreme variability

in Michelle's container discriminations, although discrimination became zero by session 13.
Train-to-generalize was started in session 16, with no initial
effect in eiLher number of improvisations or successfur discrimination. Two more train-to-generalize sessions \À/ere
carried out, in which two improvisations \.vere mad.e with l00a
discrimination" At this point given the poor performance of
\^¡as
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train-to-generalJ-ze in Jasonrs containers
data, and. in hammers
for Michelle, medi-ate generalization training
was started in
session 2r to repli-cate the substantial effects
shown in Jasonrs
data when mediate generalization was used
and to increase
Michelle's improvisations. Mediate generarization
had a dramatic effect on number of improvisations with an
even rarger
daily increase noted after the session length
was increased.
Discrimination remained remarkably stabre at a perfect
r_00å.
High levels of improvisation and discrimination
remained through
the reinforcement only sessions. As briefly alluded
to before
two days after mediate generalization training
was started in
containers a sharp rise was noted in hammer improvisations,
with corresponding r00s discrimination, reaching
sufficient
generalization in four days, strongly suggesting
generarization
of training effects across tasks.

sylvia' Figure 3 presents the cumulative number
of improvisations and percent successfur discrimination
data for
sylvia' Baseline improvisations of hammers \,,ras zero
with a
zero discrimination r-ever. Train suf f icient exempr_ars
began
for hammers in session five. The effect of training

was only

seen two days after training began. The
dairy rate of improvi_
sation showed a steady, but row increase up to session
15,where

it rose to a maximum rate. Discrimination data showed
a varia_
ble increase until session 15 where it remained
at a revel at
or above BoB. when sufficient generalization was
reached, the
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rate of improvisation remained high in the reinforcement only
phase" Though discrimination dropped off to 66so for one session,it generally remained at or above BOA.
sylviars container data show few improvisations in base1ine. Training in containers began before strong contror_
of
of
if
in

trainj-ng was demonstrated in hammers, limiting the interpretation
across task generalization. rt was not known, ât that time,
train sufficient exemplars would ever show strong, control_

either taskT therefore, the limitation of subject time
became a significant concern in deciding to implement trainitg, because remedial training could have been required. container discrimination in baseline rose to l-00%, then fell sharply
to a 1eve1 between zero and 33%. This low discrimination level_
was accompanied by low (zero or one) daily improvisation. Train_
ing then began in session 11,
.where improvisation rate showed
a significant increase. Discrimination rose sharply, remaining
mostry above 502 until it stabilized at r00? for the last two

sessions with maximum improvisation. Discrimination and improvisation remained high and stable through three reinforcement

only sessions.
Aysa- Figure 4 presents the improvisation data for Aysa.
Baseline improvisations of hammers showed inconsistent, smal1
increases with variable discrimination. The last two sessions
of baseline showed only two hammer improvisations with discrimination below 5ou and dropping. Because of the declining
baseline, train sufficient exemplars began in session r0,
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where the improvisation rate showed
littre

of.

change for two ses_

sions' then rose to a maximum immediately.
Discrimination rose
sharply to 100% and remained there.
when sufficient generalization was reached, reinforcement only began
and maintained the
high rate of improvisation. Percent discrimination
fell slightly
to 752 in the first session of reinforcement
on1y, but then rose
again to r00? for five sessions, dropping
to an acceptable BOs
in the final session.
Baseline improvisations of containers
\¡rere consistently low,
at one per session' Percent discrimination
was variable at firsr
remaining high near the end of baseline.
v,Iith so f ew improvisati-ons' it was judged that no generalization
of training across
tasks had occurred and that even roou
discrimination was not
significant with only one improvisation
per session. The number
of sessions used to assess across task generalization
lvere few,
but again time limitations inffuenced
the decision to begin
training- The first seven sessions of
training showed little
effect on either rate of improvisation
or percent discrimination.
Daily improvisation then began to increase
steadily, reaching.
maximum shortly after the increase
in session rength. Discrimi_
nation after seven sessions of training
was steady at r0o? except
for one session after the session length
increase where it ferl
to 662 perhaps due to more time to make
attempts. once suffi_
ci'ent generalizatÍon was reached, the
reinforcement only phase
maintained maximum improvi-sation and
10ou discrimination.

66.

Sufficient

Ex

lars Plus Descriptive praise.

!{endy' Figure 5 presents the cumulative improvisation and
percentage discrimination data for wendy. Baseline
improvisa_
tion and discrimination were zero for containers. Training
began in session five with no effect. Forfowing a six
day
absence her rate of improvisation rose steadily as
did percent

discrimination. hlithin three sessions of Wendy,s increased
daily rate of improvisation her discrimination rose and
stabilized at l-00u. rn session 23, session length was increased
which increased rate of improvisation to the maximum. Discrimination shows a sudden drop to r5z in session 23, which probably
represents an effect of more time to try out items. The
:

effect was noted in Jason and Aysars data. once sufficient
generalization was reached, Rei-nforcement onIy, maintained
same

improvisation with loou discrimÍnation.
wendyrs improvisation in hammers during baserine were
few, with most occurring after her absence, though she did
level off at zerofor the three points at the end of baserine.
maximum

No generalization across tasks was noted. How"ver, containers
\'vere not yet f ul]y under training control, but her rong

absence

had made time limitations again a critical

factor.

Her dis-

crimination data revealed two peaks qt 50u, when she did
improvise in baseline, but cTÌscrimination fe11 to zero at.
the end of
baserine. sufficient exemplars plu's descriptive praise produced
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an immediate, ste¿dy rate of improvisation, Discrimination
rose sharply and remained above 50e" eventually
reaching a
stable 1002 in the last three sessions of training.
once
sufficient generalization was reached, maximum
improvisation
and 1002 discrimination \{ere maintained through
three rein_
forcement only sessions.

chéi' Figure 6 shows the data for c'¿, in cumulative
number
of i-mprovisations and percenù successful discrimination.
rn
containers, ché began with several improvisations,
with discrimination generally at or below 504. After three
consecutive
sessios of zero improvisation, ché produced
one improvisation
with 100u discrimination. Training began at that
point despite
the upswing, however small it was, because Wendy,s
indefinite
absence threatened the across subject multiple
baserine design.
very l-ittle change in improvisations cour-d be seen
over base_
line' However, his discrimination lever rose above
5oz, although
it was extremely variable. rn session 23 when
session length
lvas increased chá began improvising at or near
maximum; his
discrimination remained variabre dipping t.o a low
of 4oz before

reachinq sufficient generalization.

Due

to a

of time and
items, only one session was conducted in reinforcement
onry,
where maximum responding and 100? discrimination
vüere maintained"
chéts hammer improvisation baseline showed no responding
at first, then several improvisations, becoming stabre
at one
improvisation per session. No generalization
of training efr_ack
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fect was seen across tasks during four sessions
although
minimal control had been established in
containers (time
limitations r^rere again critical) . percent discrimination
in
baseline was highly variable at first, becoming
stable at 33u
and then 502' v'Iith the low improvisation
rate and discriminati-on level, training began in ham¡ners. The
rate of improvisa_
tion rose quickly and steadily to its maximum.
Discrimination
rose above 50% and continued. to rise to 100å.
once sufficient
generalization was achieved the rate of
improvisatión remained
at a maximum and discrimination remained at or
above BOa in

Reinforcement Only sessions.

Daniel-a' Figure 7 presents the cumulative
improvisation and
percent discrimination data for Daniela.
rn baseline there was
little improvisation, for containers becoming
zero for the three
sessions at the end of baseïine. Her percent

discrimination

showed

great variability

although most scores remained well
under 50? ' The last two baseline sessions
refl-ect zero discrimination. Training began in session 14, with
no change due to

training in that session. Rate of improvisation
soon began
to increase, howeveï, reaching maximum just
before the session
length increase. Discrimination rose to r00?,
then ferl
slightly to 752, then rose again to r00a for two
sessions.

once sufficient generalization was reached,
maximum i_mprovisa_
tion and 1009 discrimination were maintai-ned
in

three Rein_

forcement Only sessions.
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Daniela was not trained in hammer
improvisation. Initial_
ly she improvised at quite a high rate,
âlthough her percent
di-scrimination remained below 50g.
A,round session eight she
began to improvise less and
her discrimination
became more

variable' rn session 14, when container
training began, her
discrimination rose dramatically
to r00% and. remained there
for three sessions - ïn session f5,
she began to improvi_se
at a higher rate, becomingr at or
near maxi_mum by session 20
which suggests generall-zation of
training effects across
tasks. Her discrimination revel
dropped for four sessions
but returned to r00%. Daniela reached
the criterion of
sufficient generalization without
trainingr so sessions were

terminated.

Mediate Generalization

Delia. Fi-gure B presents the improvisation
and discrimina_
tion data for Der-ia. Baserine, revealed
and corresponding zero discrimination.

no hammer improvisation

Training began in ses_
sion five' Training showed a 10w,
but steady increase in
improvisations, becoming much steeper
midway through training.
Her discrimination data, rose considerably
above zero but
remained be10v¡ 50%,to subsequentr-y risd
above 50? in the last half
of
training' There was great variability
in discrimination
throughout training. once sufficient
generalization was
reached the maximum rate of improvisation
was maintained and
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discrimination

remai_ned above B0å.

Delia made four container improvisations
with 5oå dis_
crimination, in the first two baseline
sessions. No further
improvisations were made, and no generalization
of training
effects across tasks was evident though
sessions \^/ere rimíted
due to time constraints. once training
began her rate of
improvisation was consistent but below
maximum. Discrimination
lvas above 5ou but extremely variable.
when session length
vfas increased, her improvisation
rate reached maximum, but
little stability was seen in discrimination.
once discrimina_
tion reached r0ou and sufficient generalization
was reached.,
the high improvisati-on rate was maintained
in onry one Rein_
forcement only session. A single
Reinforcement only session
used because of a lack of tool items
'vas
preventing further
sessions.

Alvin- Figure 9 presents the improvisation
and discrimina_
tion data for Alvin- rn baseline for
hammers, Ar-vin showed
little improvisation, with variabre,
but row discrimination.
Training had a sright effect initiarly,
with rate of improvisation then rising quickly. Discrimination
showed the same sr-ow
initial effect, but after two sessions
rose to r-00å, and.
remained above Boe' once sufficient
generalization !,ras reached.,
Reinforcement only maintained maximum
improvisi_ng but dis_
crimination fe1l sharply to 66so but
did recover to remain
¡

above B0g.
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Alvin's baserine in containers showed very littre
impro_
visation for five sessions, then steady 1ow level
improvisation
of one per session" No generalization of training
effects
across tasks was noted, although the numner
of sessions to do
so was limited by time constraints. Alvin's
percent discridrinati-on demonstrated a Iot of variability with only
two sessions
above 508" when training began it had a slight
effect on rate
of improvisation. shortly after his two day absence
his rate of
improvisation reached its maximum. Training
did produce an in_
crease in discrimination. Although discrimination
was variable,
iL remained above 508- once sufficient generalization

was reached.

the rate of improvisation remained high and discrimination
at
or above B0% in Reinforcement Only sessÍons.

Tanya' Figure 10 presents the improvisation and
discrimination
data for Tanya' Baseline improvisation and. discrimination
in hammers was zero. Training produced very large
increases in her
rate of improvisation, already at a maximum in
three training
sessions- Her discrimination data had risen above
60å and
reached 1002 when she was withdrawn from
the day care centre
unexpectedly.

container improvisation began with one improvisation
with
100u discrimination in the first baserine
session. No other
improvisations were produced untir session 15
when

one more
'vas
produced with 502 discrimination, suggesting
some brief across
task generalizations may have occurred.. Training
produced two
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improvisations in two sessions with discrirnination
at a l_ow
33å" No further training was conducted as Tanya
was withdrawn
from the centre.

Train-to-Generalize. Jason and Michelle were
paired in a
multiple baserine across subjects design
, for the train_to_
generalize strategy- Figure lt represents
the cumulative
improvisation and successful discrimination
data for the ham_
mer task. The resu]ts for each subject
\.^/ere reported in
detail- earr-ier when individual subject data
was presented.
The data showed that Jason produced
very few hammers success_
fully in baseline, whereas Michelre did at
first then r_ater
produced only two in four sessions.
Training with descrip_
tive social reinforcement alone had essentially
no effect
on rates of improvisation or percentage successful
discrimina_
tion as performance did not change f rom baser_ine
rever_s.
Dramatic increases were noticed for Jason
in session r_9 and
Michelle in session 23, after mediate generalization
train_
ing had beÇun in'cöntainers.
Figure 12 contains Jasonrs and r.icheIle's data
for the
container task. Jason showed no improvisation
of containers
in baseline and Michelle showed onry a few during
a rimited
number of sessions - Train-to-generalize
produced no change
in either subjectrs performance. Mediate generalization
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training produced large, rapid increases in
cumur-ative improvisations as well as increasing discri-mination
to r_evels
consistently higher than baseline. Both children
showed very
stable, high level discrimination and improvisation
in the
Reinforcement Only phase.

. Sylvia and Aysa were paired
in a multi-pIe baseline across subjects design
for the train
sufficient exemplars strategy. rigure 13 presents
the cumulative improvisation and successful discrimination
data for sylvia
and Aysa in the hammer task. sequential
application of exemprars
alone after baseline, produced gradual increases
i_n cumur_ative
improvisations and successfur discrimination
for sylvia and
rather more dramatic and immediate increases
in both dependent
measures for Aysa- Both children maintained
high levers of
improvisation and discrimination in the Reinforcement
only phase.
Figure 14 represents the cumulative improvisation
and
successful discrimination data for the container
task. Both
children displayed very gradual improvisation
with low andlor
variable discrimination in baseline. sequential
application
of training produced a slight increase in improvisatj-on
initially and increased discrimination substantially.
Both children
showed larger increases in rate of improvisation
after the
session length was increased by five minutes.
After reaching
suffici-ent generalization, both maintained high
r_eveIs of
inprovi-sation and r00a discrimination
for three sessions.
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. cfré, Wendy

and Daniela were grouped in a multiple
baseline across subjects
design for the sufficient exemplars
plus descriptive praise

strategy'

Figure 15 represents their cumulative
improvisation
and successful discriminati-on data
for the hammer task. Train_
ing was sequentially applied to chá
and lrlendy. Baseline im_
provisations for both chirdren reveared
a very low daily rate
of improvisation with low and variable
discrimination. Train_
ing produced quick, high rates of improvisation
with high dis_
crimination for both children. once
sufficient greneralization
was reached both maintained maximum
rate of improvisation with
hiqh discrimination. Danier-a did not
receive training in ham_
mers' rnitially in baseline she had
a higher rate of improvisa_
tion (compared to chá or wendy), but
she also had a r_ow and
variabre revel of discrimination. Her
cumur_ative improvisa_
tions and discrimination increased sharpry
in session r_5 when
training was started in containers, indicating
some generaliza_
tion of training effects across tasks.
Figure 16 represents the cumurative
improvisation and
successful discrimination data for
containers. All three chil_
dren showed very 10w cumulative improvisation
in baseline wi-th
low and/or variabre discrimination
sequentiar applica_
tion of training increased the rates'evels.
of improvisation sharply,
also raising discrimination levers reducing
variability (to
zero for wendy), and maintaining
maximum rate of improvisation
and 1009 discrimination in Reinforcement
only sessions.
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Mediate Generâ.lizêtiôn. Oelia¿ A1vin
and Tanya were grouped
in a multiple baser-ine across subjects design
for the
mediate

generalization strategy. Figure 17 represents
the cumurative
improvisation and successful discrimination
data for the hammer
task' Delia and Tanya showed no improvisation
and zero discrimination in baseline, while Alvin showed very
few improvisations
with very poor discrimination. Training produced
large gains
over baseline revers of improvisation with
consistently higher
levels of improvisation and. consistently higher
lever_s of dis_
crimination' which were maintained in Reinforcement
only sessions.
Figure rB represents the cumulative improvisatÍons
and
successful discrimination data for containers.
Dería and
Tanya showed almost no improvisations
i_n baserine with
essentially no discrimination. Arvin showed
a ]ow, gradual
raLe of improvisation in baseline with moderate
discrimination.
Training increased cumulative improvisations
in the chiJ-dren,
especially once the session length for containers
was j_ncreased.
Training also produced consistently higher levers
of discrimina_
tion i-n the children. Reinforcement onry sessions
indi_cated

continued high improvisation and discrimination.
Tanya,s
training was incomplete because she was withd.rawn
from the
day care centre.

Strategv Comparison Data.
Table 3 presents a summary of the totar training
sessions
required to achieve sufficient generalization as
werr- as the
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Table

3

, Trqi.réng_
Strategy

Subject

Number of

Sessions

Total
Improvisations

Rate

Task
H*

T?ain-to-

Jason

Generalize

t{iclrel-le

Tlain Sufficient Sylvia

B<enplars

Aysa

c*

L2

47

0

1.41

7

28

2

0.

13

20

32

6

I4

I9

30

13

86

1.53
3 .16

0

0.50
2

"46

2

"I4

Suf,ficient

ü7endy

B

L4

¿t

30

Descriptive

Che

6

20

23

50

3.37 2-I4
3. 83 2.50

32

2.9r

B<enplars plus
Þre i qa

Dan-ieIa

i"lediate
Cæneralization

Delia

Alvin
Tanya
Jas-on

l"lichelle

- Task not traj_ned.
* H; FIarulers
C¡ Containers

1T

15
2I
810

37

54

24

26

2.46
3.00

2.57
2.60

not trained to criterion i¡r tasks
10

32

3.20

7

25

3.57
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total improvisations and rate of improvisation
during train_
ing for each of the 10 children. The
mean rates of improvisa_
tion during training revealed that train-to-generalize
had the
lowest rate for containers and second
rowest for hammers.
sufficient exemplars plus descriptive praise
produced the
highest mean rate of improvisation of
hammers, with train
sufficient exemplars and mediate generalizat.ion
about equar.

The three strategies includi-ng exemplars
produced approximately

the

rate of improvisation in containers.
Tabre 4 presents the number of sessions
of training, total
improvisations and rates of improvisation
during training from
Parsonson and Baer (1978)
" comparison of the data in Tables 3
and 4 revealed that the chirdren in
the present study, in alt
strategies, produced many more improvisations
in fewer sessions
with exceptionally higher rates of improvisations
i-n both hammers
and containers ' The data in Table
3 ind,icate tittle difference in
rates for either task, even in the strategy
(Sufficient Exemplars
plus Descriptive praise), where containers
was trained firsL and
hammers second, indicating further
that no order effects were
present' Also, the difference in rate
of improvisation between
containers and hammers was not substantially
different in any of
the training strategies (except train-to-general
íze) , indicating
that neither task was significantly easier
to train, r,vith hammers
being trained somewhat more easiry in
some cases. since the
number of training sessions equars
the number of exemplars
same

Table
Summary

of Frequency of liew fmprovisations
in Traininq
Sub

Subj

ect

ects in parsonson and Baer (1978)
Number of
Sessj_ons
_
H*

Elsie
Jerry

4

C*

20
2B

1B

Íra!
-1
rvLc¿_L

Rate

fmprovisations
* Task
C*

c*

B

--

.40

6

2

"20

. l_0

Jimmy

1B

Luther

3B

31

6

6

.16

.19

1B

19

7

a

.38

.42

Ronnie

Task not trained

*H; Hammers
¡iCi Contaj.ners

4

.20

(because only one exemplar
was trained per session) tne
number
of "sufficient. exemprars for each
child can also be gleaned
from Table 3- There was very
little difference in the number
of exemplars used in hammers
and containers for each of the

children within and across strategies
(ranging from 6 to l-5 for
hammers and from l0 to 2I
for containers).
Discussion
The results for each generalization
programming strategy

will be discussed first, forrowed
by a general discussion of
problem solving and the structure
of probtem situations. The
relationship of d.iscrimination and
g,eneralization in creative prob_
lem solving úirr then te summarized.
Next, major methodological
issues will be apFïoached with
an eye to future research. A
general conclusion appears at
the end.
Trai_n-to-Generaf ize
The results indicated that
train-to-generalize a10ne,
did not produce significant amounts
of generalized improvisation

in the container task. Furthermore
most improvisations in ham_
mers occurred only after extra
training (mediate generalization)
was started in containers - The
data suggest that the level 0f
the problem sorving operant in the
subjects was too
There_
forer ês predicted, improvisation
'ow.
was not appreciably influenced
by the descriptive sociar- reinforcement,
since improvisation
responses would have to occur
in order to be subject to rein_
forcement control.

J.r

The initial

.

effect of, train-to-generalize in the hammer
task was to set a rate of one improvisation per
session;
through an adventitious differential reinforcement
of 1ow
rates schedule. That is, the children typically
would produce
one improvisation, would then receive
the descriptive social
reinforcement, and would then indicate
that they could not
find any more hammers which terminated the
session. The
termination of the session without further prompting
the
children to find a new tool could have been
adventitiously
reinforcing the production of only one response
followed by
the statement that no further responses were
possibr-e. The
chil-dren might have been reinforced because
they could go
play outside again which may have been more
reinforcing than
the session activities or might have seen the
experimenter,s
termination of the session as approval that,
indeed the chir_
dren were right and no further responses
were possibÌe. There_
fore, because of the 10w operant leveI, and
the adventitious
reinforcement schedule, the children might
not have distin_
guished what response was desired;
novel responses, not a soritarv
response.

The train sufficient

exemplars stracegy \\¡as more effec_

tive in producing generalized improvisation
within both tasks
than train-to-generarize alone. The rate
of inprovisation in

aq

both tasks was higher than for train-to-general
ize. The
immediacy and size of the effects
of training exemplars in
this strategy were larger than expected.
The lack of effect
of differential social reinforcement in
the train-to-generalize
tasks and the effect here without it, suggests
that the chil_
dren may have been reinforced by the completion
of the task
with a new tool. The medj-a trap effect mentioned
in parsonson
and Baer (1978, p. 379) , i.e.
r äny ,,material, activity or medium
that eventually will maintain appreci_able
rates of chird beha_
vior with it, independent of any extrinsic
reinforcement,,
could have been the reason for the amount
of generali_zed
improvisation developed in both tasks.
fn Parsonson and
Baer (l-978) the media trap was cited as
a possible hinderance
to success by producing perseveration
with a favorite item.
However, in the present study, because
of the structure of
the problem situation, no perseveration
occurred. in conjuncti_on
with the media trap' That is, if the children
were reinforced
by the completion of the task with an item,
that same response
!üas never possible again in a session
or subseguent sessions,
because the solution toor- was removed
from the item poor.
The proper implementation of a media
trap seems highry
desirable, because both Skinner (I968) and
Bijou (Ig76) have
indicated that creativity training procedures

must eventuarry
program the transfer of behavioral
control from the teacher,s

reinforcement to naturar- contingencies,
i.e.,

reinforcement

96.

of solving problems. proper use of a media trap
presumably
reflects the development of conditioned reinforcers
which are
part of the task (for which less anarytic

approaches have often

invoked the circular label ',intrinsic reinforcement,,).
chil_
dren, of course, usually have substantial prior
histories invorving the use of hammers and containers making
the benefi_

cial effects of a media trap possible. However,
it wourd be
possible to develop a task that wourd become
a conditioned
reinforcer if such a task were not arready present
in a subject,s
repertoire, simply through differentiar reinforcement.
scriptive praise
The strategy combining train-to-generalize
and train
sufficient exemplars produced substantial generalized
i-mprovisation within each task, with, a slightly higher
rate of hammer

improvisation than any other strategy. The
exemprar training
f ostered novel improvisations, and
their occurrence \^/as
strengthened by the descriptive social reinforcement.
some
generalization across tasks, from containers to
hammers was
demonstrated i-n Danielars data.

This combination of procedures was the same as in parsonson
and Baerrs (1978) research. As a group
in parsonson and Baer,s
study' three children j-n the hammer task produced

16 improvisations

and five children in the container task produced
3r improvisa_
tions. rn the present study, two children in
the hammer task

o7

produced 74 improvisations
and three children in the container
task produced 139 improvisations.
Three less children in the
present study produced 166 more
improvisations. The mean rates

of improvisation per session during
training \,,üere substantially
lower in parsonson and Baer's study
than here (cf., Tabre 3 &
4)' The staggering difference in amount
of generalized improvisation between the two studies would
seem directly due to
the more systematic problem situation
maintained in the pre_
sent study, by not allowing ord sorutions
to be availabr_e. As
in the train sufficient exemplar results
a beneficial_ ,,media
trap" wou'. have resulted.. The structure
of the problem in
this study was such that the extrinsic
experimenter reinforce_
ment
'vas deri-vered on a nover for this session and a nover_ for
this experiment basis, because the same
response courd not
occur twice- This avoided perseveration
by the chir-dren which
would have resurted in extinction
from experimenter reinforce_
ment" rt was clearer here, that the
abstraction of novertask completion was being reinforced
not just task compJ_etion
with a particufar item- Thus in this
manner, if a media trap
occurred' it would be worki-ng in cooperation
with the extrinsic
social reinforcement of the experimenter
other reaons for the massive difference
in resurts are
that the chirdren were not reinforced
for comi_ng to the sessions or for using the exemplar items
after the experimenter
modeled them- These procedures
helped to make the nature of

oo

the desired responses clear to th-e children,
i.e., completing
the task with a new tool. The target
response was further
facilitated in that the exemplars came
from the tray of items
and frequently had been on the tray
in previous sessions.
Thus children were taught to search
the tray for an. itein; pick it
and complete the task, not just to
take an item from the
experimenter and to complete the task
as in parsonson and
Baerrs (r978) situation. Finally, the
fact that the improvisa_
tion items were alr simpre improvisations (i.e.,
they were con_
crete items which functioned as the desired
toor without

assembly) and were more numerous than
in parsonson and Baerrs
case ( i"e;, 24 hammers ¡ 14 containers
vs. 53 hammers;
B5 containers) enabled the chirdren
to be more successful

(1978)

quickly and more easily. rnitial success
and reinforcement
would then estabrish stimulus control
early in traininq.
Mediate Generalization
The results of the mediate generalization
training

rp

indicated that verbal cues, exemplars
and descriptive social
reinforcement did faciritate tool irnprovisation.
The highest
rate of improvisation for containers was
recorded by Michelle
durinqr mediate generalization training.
Michelre arso demon:
strated consistently perfect dÌscrimination.
Rates of impro_
visation in other tasks and children were
about the same as
train sufficient exemplars and sufficient
exemplars plus descrip_
tive praise. However, when Jason and
Micherle were trained in

qq

container improvisation using
mediate generalization, both
showed' seguentially, clear
and consistent generalization
of
that training to the hammer task
not receiving mediate
generalization training' Also,
it can be anecdotally reported
that the chirdren in this strategy
were able to say what they
lvere looking for (i.e. ,,something
,
hard,,; ,,something big,,) .
Bijou (r976) has indicated that
society values two types of
knowledge: (a) knowledge of
how to do things (".g., how
to
go about solving a missing
hammer problem); and (b)
knowledge
about things (e.g., hammers
are hard). I{hile all exemplar
strategiies used in this study successfurly
trained improvisa_
tion of too's, only the children
trained with mediate general_
ization could verbally report
what they were doing" However,
anecdotal reports are only suggestive,
therefore intense

research should be conducted
to assess the extent of the
children's knowledge about things.
Mediate generalization 10gica1Iy
then is an idear strategy
to use to further assess how verbal
behavior can function as a
generalization programming strategy
and in problem solving.
Future work should attempt to
record, alr_ of the childrenrs

verbal responses and provide reinforcement
for accurate verbal
responses in assessment of generalization
in order to identify
the most salient verbal stimuli.
Different verbar- responses
could then be tested for their
ability to promote generaliza_
tion of a trained problem solvJ_ng
process.

100,

Finally only in rnediate generaliz¿¿is¡
traj-ning was there
a substantial amount of generalization
of training effects
across tasks. Many of the
other assessments of across
task
generalization for the
other strategies \,vere severely
limited
by time constraints; however,
the across task generalization
produced by mediate gèneralization
was clear and occurred
soon after training was
started in the other task.
Mediate
general'zation has demonstrated
great potential to devetop
both knowledgre of how to do
things and knowledge about
things
and to produce generalization
of these behaviors to other
problem solving contexts.
Probfem

situ

skinner's (1g53) analysis
of problems and probr_emsolving revealed: (a) that
a problem exi-sts when a subject
is
being prevented f rom making
a l_earned response; (b) that
no
previously used solution
is possible; and (c) that there
is
an important distinction between
the final solution and the
problem solvi-ng pr-ocesses'which
lead to the sof.útion.
The
present study has veri_fied
skinnerrs analysis in a number
of
\^'ays by using technigues
for the devel0pment of operant
behaviors and generalization.
All 0f the chirdren in this
study \,vere able to perform
the tasks chosen (i'e., they
could pound pegs and store
marbles), thus fulfilling
condition (a). No previously
used
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so,'ution was ever ptresent, therefore
the children were al.ways
faced with a new problern,
thus fulfilling condition (b).
Finarlyr ar-l of the children
were taught to rook ar the
tray,
pick up an item and complete
the task, thus fulfilring con_
dition (c). ThÌs study has
demonstrated the importance
of
the whole problem setting
in order to facilitate accurate,
efficient problem_solvinq.

ramming

rt would appear that the probrem-solving
operant is a
combinati-on of di-scrimination
and then generalization for
the
problem solver. First,
the subject must di_scriminate
between
essential features of a solution
and non_essentiaf features,
then respond a10ng the generalization
gradient representing
solutions available. Further
research in making problem
solving training more efficient
should then identify the
underlying generalization gradient
of potential tool and exem_
plar items' A clear assessment
of the difficulty in discrimina_
tion of the essential features
for each item wourd aid in the
organization of a constant
level 0f problem difficurty
and
nn the best prèsentatiôn .of
exêmp1ars.
rt i-s cr-ear from the results
of this study that a r_ow
operant leve1 can be a crucial
consideration in problem_solving
training' without a well established
discrimination of correct
responses' a subject cannot
generalize to perform other
correct

I02.

responses. Modeling exemplars
of the whole process is ex_
tremely irnportant to teach
discrirnination of correct responses
from incorrect responses, proper
use of generalization program_
ming (i'e-, exemplar training
and mediate generalization)
has
been shown in the present
study to develop accurate discrimina_
tion as well as to foster generalized
responding.
Mediate generali-zation training
was shown to be a power_
ful strategy to facilitate
correct discrimination, general'zed
responding, generalization
to other tasks and accurate verbal
descriptions of the sorution
by the subjects. rt woutd seem
to be a very potent generalization
programming strategy be_
cause of its versatility
in problem-solving training.
This study did not systematically
research the best
combinatj-on of diverse exemplar
presenLation. Nor di_d it
clearly establish the underlyi-ng
generar-ization gradient in
the exemplars and tool items.
However, in the light of
results where the structure
of the problem situation itself
\iras so critical,
the estabrishment of the best
presentation
of exemplars and their location
on a generarization gradient
seems extremely important
to maximize generalization.

The results obtained in
this study suggest that general_
ization programming research
must clearly describe all
aspects
of a strategyrs procedures (as
was done in Ëhe present .study)

, to
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facilitate

future expansion of eAch technigues,
potent
features " Furthermore the irnportance
of proper implementation
of the train sufficient exemplars
strategy, has been emphasi zed..
That is exemplars should model
the desired response as accurate'
1y as possible r, ê.g-, exemplar
items taken from the same tray
as the childrs potential tool items
and not from.a separate-:.tray
âs. in ,Parsonson,and Baerts (LgTB)
procedure.
This study overwhermingly demonstrated
the need for mur-_
tiple measures of creative
þroblem solving behaviors. Measuring
cumulative number of improvisations
in conjunction with the
successful di-scrimination measure
indicated how much genuine
improvisation was estabrished.
rn this \day the procedures
which are no better than trial-and-error
means can be un_
covered- prolific responding a10ne
may appear i-mpressive on
a si-ngle measure' but once observed
in conjunction with a discrimination sleasure of high accuracy, it becomes
a var.uable wer-1
estabrished skill.
More measures of creative problem
sotving
would be of value to further
the study of generalization across
tasks - The most sarient verbal
labels would aid in training
generalized discrimination across
problems. A measure of
actual training time would aid in
assessing the most expe_
dient training strategies. AII
these measures and. more
would make the establishment
of a criterion of sufficient
generalization easier.
rt is imperat,-ve that a criterion
of sufficient greneral_
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izatj.on be established
in every particular case
t to foster
comparison of various generalization
programming strategies
on the same and different
tasks. Comparison of techniques
would aid in establishing
the most expeditj-ous procedures
for
teaching complex behaviors
in specj_fic subject areas.
Without
further specification of ,,sufficient,,
generalization and
"sufficient" exemplars the concept
itself wirr- remain mysterious
and elusive.
All applied research is
vulnerable to difficulties
in
controll'ng all aspects
of a subject's environment
and of
choosinq the best measure
of a particular behavior.
A major
problem in this study
arises from a lack of cr_ear
behavioral
conLrol (i.e.r on both cumulative
number of improvisations
and
percent successful discrimination)
being established in one
task before seguentially
beginning training in another
task.
This problem was essentially
produced by the r_ack
of an indefi_
nite number of tool_ items
and subject time. ft was
uncertaj.n,
too, how long a chir-d could
be maintained in baseline
without
devel0ping an aversion
to the task by consistent
fair_ure.
Also because it was not possible
to control all aspects of
the chirdrenrs environment,
thus play outside could have
been
more reinforcing than play
with the experimenter. ft
would
be possible to establish
more rigid contror_ over
subject
availability and competing
reinforcers, but it is not
always
possible in an applied
setting such as a day care
centre oï
classroom.
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The problem of early phase changes
does not effect

Lhe interpretation of results within
each task.
because complete control in the
first task

However,

was often not

achieved when training on the second
task was started does
limit the interpretation of the results
of each strategy,s
ability to produce across task generalization.
FuLure research
should where possible avoid subject
time constraints, so as to
establish clear behavioral control
in one task to observe each
strategyrs ability to produce across
task generalization.

Training was also initiated in three
crear instances where
the change from baseline is ambiguous (Michelle-hammers;
Aysacontainers; and Chå_containers). Again
this was partly due
to subject time constraints but also
to a lack of a pre_
established stabir-ity criterion.
The ambiguity of these cases
does not. arter the conclusions
because cr-ear shifts are made
in other tasks for these chir-dren and
for other chir-dren in
the strategies. Future research shour_d
set a criterion of
stability before beginning data collection
to ensure that all
cases would be clear demonstrations
of control.
Conclusion
The development of tool_ improvisation
in the present
study was clear and massive. Every
subject in each strategy
(except train-to-generalize) produced
many times more success_

ful tools in both tasks after training.

The results are

I nÁ

sequentially replicated across
1o children in two tasks each,
in the four generalization programming
strategies.
The elaborate application
of the four strategies and the
attention given to the details of
the problem situation worked
in cooperation with a task media
trap effect, to further the
achievements of generalization
programming by making the rein_
forcement conti-ngencies a part
of the problem-solv'ng behavior
itself.
"Generali zíng,, from these results, it
becomes possible
for parents and teachers to identify

arrange conditi-ons and
contingencies to i-ncrease the probabiJ-ity
of successful problem_
solvingi and originality.
while additionar_ research is stir-r_
needed, to develop the most
expeditious procedures for teach_
and.

ing creative behaviors, the benefits
of behavioral anarysis
are mounting.

As more tasks are trained in
a single individuar or
individuals, in music, art, mechanicar
technology or mathematics,
perhaps more and more consistent
generalization

across untrained
tasks will- be seen' Training
which estabr-ishes creative behavior
in just one task is var-uable to
the individual and society.
However' mediate generalization
appears to be a potent combina_
tion of valuable procedures with
the crear potential of develop_
ing creative behavior not only
within a task but also across
other untrained tasks. whatever
mediate generalization¡s
eventual contribution, it is readily
apparent that ,,creativity,,
is yielding to a behavioral analysis.
only then wiÌI less
mystery surround. those individuals
who are creati-ve and wir_l
more reinforcement be given
to more people.
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Description of experimental naterials
used
potential tools and distractors.

as exemplars,

Tool task: Containers
.
80, I.27 cm diameter marbles
Baseline Exemplar: prastic bag
with draw string | 22.g cm x 29.2
Potential Tools:
ïtem Description
plastic flcnver pot

shoe box
square plastic floitler pot

glass canister

Styrofoam
cl-oth.

cr-lc

s

apron
plastic"utperrl"rr
q¿cIing water bottle
plastic piggy bank
piastic rai¡r hat

coffee

bag

plastic pencil

beer glass

cloth

case

piJ_lcnu case

I sided metal electriál
connection box
nrllk carton
rnilk carton
plastic soap dish

pl_ece

of tin foil

Pastr¡z bag

q¿lindrical
contalner

Ttrppenvare

leather baseball glove
cardboard box
ladi-es purse

m:ffin trav
roller paiñt trav

nretal treasure cñest

file folder

soap ôish
rnants glove
plastic sand

coffee

can

pail

Dimensions
crn dia. x 8.9 on high
33 crn x l-6.5 x 10.5 crn
l-0.5 crn x l_0.5 crn x 7.6 crn
l-0.5 crn x 7.6 c¡n x 7.6 crn
8.9
- crn dia. x l_0.5 qn
27.9 qn x 43.2 qn
7.0 cm dia. x l_7.9 qn

10.5

l-7.9 crn x l_0. 5 qn
55.9 crn x 38.1 qn
454 g

21.0 crn x 10.8 qn

340 ml

83.8 crn x 48.3 qn
each side 8"9 qn

I litre

250 mI

13.9 crn x 10.5 crn x 2.5
30.5 crn x 45.7 qn
30.5 crn

ccn

1.35 L.
J9.S * x 8.9 crn x 9.5 crn
30.5 crn x 30.5 qn
29.2 sn x l7.B qn
35.6 crn x 25.4 qn
15.2 crn x l_0.5 c:n x 10.5 on
30.5 cn x 45"7 sn
11.4 c:n x 9.5 crn x 1.3 crn

8.9

cm
454 g

dia. x 10.5

qn

cm

111.

Item Descripti_on,

Dimensi.ons

squeeze mtstard contai¡rer

7.6

frisbee
souç>

bcml

wicker basket
long playing record jacket
triangn:lar Ttpperware
contai¡er

nnrg

plastic therncs
plastic bag
glass jar
Big l"lac.,container

plastic ice

cube tray
cerarnic äshtrav
bath-ing cap

s sock
foil pie plate

raoquetball racquet cover
toaster cover

ha¡rd tcn¡ve}

brcn¡n paper bag

plastic folder

brown envelope
chanois
plastic plunger

plastic bao
plaStic fiíe/recipe
ladies nite ca¡>

plastic desert dish

foil

box

sunflcnver seed package
child's cotton sun hat

clrild

shoe

c-onical parer hat
ptastic firnnel
cookjrrg pot
deep fry hasket
netal tea ¡rot
Volksrrragon hub cap

crclander
honey tub
ceramic froq

c:n

27.9 o¡ x 10.8 crn
22"9 qn x 15.2 crn
21.6 qn x 17.9 qn

lfanr

wool togue

dia. x 7.6 qrt

x I2.7 qa high x
1:a.*crndeep
11.4
wide
25.4 qn x 15.2 crn
7.6 on dia. x g.9 crn
7.6 crn dia. x 22.9 an
33 on x 43.2 qn
7.6 crn dia. x 10.5 crn

brcr¡¡n VelVet baq

coffee

crn

22.9 qn dia.
I2.7 qn åia. x 5,1 qn
22"9 qn x l_7.1 qn x 6.4

22.9 crn dia"
20.3 crn x 25.4 qn
30.5 crn x 20.3 qn
45.7 crn x 61.0 qn
27.9 qn x I2.7 crn x l_7.9 crn
22.9 qn x 6.4 crn x 12.7 crn
40.6 crn x 27.9 qn
22.9 qn x 30.5 crn
30.5 ccn x 45.7 qn
11.4 crn dia. x 3.g c:n
11.4 crn x 40.6 qn
8.9 crn x 7.6 crn x l-2.7 crn
10.2 crn dia. x 3.8
l-7.9 crn x I2.7 ært

size

crn

12

17.9 crn x I2.7 crn dia.
12.7 qn dia. x 7.6 c¡n
15.2 c¡n dia.
20.3 crn dia"

2

cqp

454 g

10.2 crn doa.

x I0.2

sn

11)

Ilem Description
therrnos to¡>
manrs 1eatlrer
paper plate

netal

qitt

DiFensions
10"2 crn dia" x 3.2 crn
24"I qn x 12.1 qn

17.8

can

Cooper #1 v¡ood golf club oo{¡er
bor¡nce ball balloon
X-mas wrap
manrs cap
Tbnka durp trucJ<

crn

dia.

5.1 crn ôia. x 19.0

crn

27.9 an Long
30.5 crn x 30.5 qn
18.4 crn dia. x I2.7 an
33 crn x 15.2 crn

Distractoïs:
ftem Description
kleenex tissue

20.3 crn x 22.9 sn
7.0 crn dia" x 8.3 crn
1.3 crn x 8.9 qn dia.

stlacofoam cuc
la_r tl-d
marrs swim trunks

plastic flcnuer pot
cardboard box
ice cream c-one

conical parez hat

tarb

cup
envelo¡:e

pi1l bottle
plastic bag
plastic drid( coaster
brq¡¡n paper bag with hole

IIESh purse

paper sheet
clnnge purse

clrild sock
leather eye glass
tub cover

noney

¡rcuch

slide container
bottle cap
35 nm film canister
36

crrp cake cuc

Tool Task;

Dimensions

5.7 crn x 5.7 crn
12.7 qn x 3. B crn x 3. B crn
12"7 crn long
6.4 crn dia. x 9.5 on
7.0 on dia. x 1.9 crn
l-3.3 crn x l_1.4 crn
1,9 crn dia. x 5.1 qn
30.5 crn x 12.1 c¡n
7.0 crn dia. x .64 on
22.7 qt x l-3.3 crn
33.0 crn x 43"2 qn
I2.7 qt x 21.6 sn
7.6 crn x 10.2 on
15.2 crn x 7.0 crn
12.1 c:n dia. x .64

2"54 qn dia. x 1.9 qn
4.4 crn dia. x 5.1 cm

8"9 qn ôia.
Hanmers

playskool Cobblerrs

crn

Bench

Baseline Exemp'lar: wooden marlet
hanmer

113.

Item Dêscr'iÞtÍon
Poteht:ial To.ols:
r,ucod

ruler

garden shovel

wood rollj_ng pj¡¡
man,s cross_country skì boot
wood backed ciulk è=rs", - - -

hard æver book
wood neat rnallet

retal pinking
v¡ood rod
wrapped bar

shears

of

soao

plastic ice skate ËhA" gl.:ard

netal wood_clan¡c
glass candl-e hoi¿er
netal wood-plane
netal ice cream scooÐ
flat basta¡d (file)

plastic

banana

four point deer antl_er
netal bqul
metal flashlight

metal cake pan

can of putty (full)
enpty dri¡il< can
wpden based, iretal borvling hrcphlz
plastic

tree

bottle

opener

branchr

wooden sanding bloc]<
enq)ty soft drink bottle

netal pliers

hockey puck
staples (fu11)
plastj_c ha-irbrush
rrn open ended wrenclr
_30
lead pipe
door lmob assenrblv
"D', size battery

Iùb:or
Ð9x

tvooden E)oon

padlock
hand held drill
ping-pong paddle
telephone receit¡er
sor4>

ladle

adjustable wrenclr
trood cl:risel
metal georreLry set box

Dimensions
%

30.5 qn lonq
30.5 crn lonõ
40.6 crn loná
-

size I I/2
I2.7 an x 5.1

qn

15.2 crn x 22.9 qn
30.5 crn long
21.6 on long
2.54 qn dia. x 20.3
133.3 g
30.5 crn lonq
10.2 crn bn!
10.2 crn high
l_6.5 qn x 4.4 sn
16.5 crn long
31.8 crn long
20.3 crn long
33.0 crn l-onq
11.4 crn clia]
l7.B cm long
22.9 sn x 22.9 qn

227 g
284 ml

12.7 crn high
11.4 crn long

3.8 crn dia. x 25.4 qn
11.4 crn x 5.1 on

280 mt

15.2 crn long

7.6

crn

dia.

10.2 on x 3.9 qn
20.3 crn long
25.4 crn loncr
1.9 c¡n ôia. x 15.2
15"2 crn x 5.1 cm
30.5 crn long
crn x 5"1 crn
30.5 crn lonq
27.9 crn 1onã
20,3 cnr 1onó
27.9 crn lonõ
15,2 crn lonó
14.t crn lonõ
15.2 crn x llï qr,

6.4

crn

crn

11¿.

Item Description

Dimensions

%

box of 2 j¡rch crcfiìflþn nails
candle
wooden handled paint bmsh

454 g

cork top
glass jar
coffee rmrg

7.6 qn dia. x 15,2 crn
22.9 qn x 2.0 sn
7.6 cnr dia.
8.9 crn dia.
22.9 crn lonq
3.8 crn dia. x 7.6 qn
7.6 crn dia.
20.3 crn lonq
14.0 crn x lã. O qn
7.6 crn dia.
l-2.7 crn 1ono
8.9 crn x t.é on
6.4 crn dia.
6.4 crn dia. x 3.2 crn
10.2 crn x 7.6 crn dia.

Ðistractors:
ïtem Descriptj_on

Dimensions

plasticene baÌl
plastic apple
butter Xoii"
glass
roci<

salt

shal<er

screu¡driver

glass ashtray
croquet ball
stapler
box of playinq card.s
- -

foit ball

soft plastic

hanrler

wood block
ball of X-mas \^jrap

plastic mler
plastic wrencLr
plastic fork

foam rock key-chain

sponge

suede brush
cork
garrlen hose
ca¡dle

plastic- toy bowling pj¡
drawer handle
pencil
stone

size battery
plastic handled paint bnrsh
plstic
"AA't

ctæ

plastic lctife
ter¡nis ball

17. B crn long

10.2 qn x 1.3 cm x .64 crn
6.4 crn dia.
l-5.2 crn lonq
15.2 crn lonf
15.2 crn lonq
10.2 qn dial
16.5 crn x 8.9 qn x 4.4 qn
14.0 on long
3.8 crn x 3. B crn
1.3 crn dia. x 30.5 crn
.64 crn dia. x 17.8 crn
15.2 cn long
.30 c¡n dia. x l-1.4 crn

.7 crn lonq
.5 crn dia" -

12
2

18.4 crn x "60 qn
7"6 csn dia. x 6.4
20.3 crn long

crn

Appendix
%

B

Order of exenrplars presented in exemplar
traininq Strategies,
by child and tool task"
Delìa:
Hammers

I.

Contai-ners

door knob assenbly
foarn rock

¿- v¡cod

cork

ruler

-

3. plasticerre ball
garden hose

4. salt

shaker
foam rock

5" butter knife

plastic harner

6. foit ball
plastic

wrencJr

7. cork top
suede brush

B. hairbrush

snall

candle

9. ashtray
"4" size batterlz

l.

10. adjustable wrench
plastic fork

2.

11.

book
sPonge

12. gecnretr1l set box
tennis ball
13"

shoe

pencil

14. open ended wrencfr
drawer ha¡d1e

15. flat bastard
bal1 of X-mas wrap

rnan's rn-itt
stlzrofoam c.p
shoe

sraLl

fl_cnver

pot

3. paper sheet
mesh purse

4. bathing

cap

small soap d.ish

5. velrzet bag
35 rrm film canister
6. ha¡d tcnvet
pla5tic bag (srna]-l)
7. brcn¡n envelope
snall envelope

llÁ

Han¡ners

Cg.nF-ainerF

B. baseball glove

-

cup_cake cup

9" paper

bag

paper bag with hole

10. manrs gloræ
eye glass pouclr

11. coffee

ca¡r

kleenex tissue

12. quart contai¡er

child

sock

13. file folder
swim trunks

14" pastry bag
noney

tub lid

15. lady's purse
snafl cardboard box
16. large stln:ofoam cr4>
change purse

17. Tonka durp tn:ck

¡ar lid

18. pencil_ case

i-ce cream cone

19. pill_o,v case
tart cip
20. narrow- plastic bag
party hat
21. plmger
paper sheet

Tanya:

1. door lcrob asse¡rrbly
foam rock

2.

ilD,'_

c-ork

size batte¡y

IT7

Hammers

3,
4.
5.
6.

plaSficene ball

plastic

Containers

---

wrench

decJ< of cards
plastic hamrer

ashtray
garden hose

1"

drinl< can
suede bnrsh

2.

lason:

1.
2"

egg cartcn
eoap dish
shoe

snall flower pot
shoe

srnall flo,ver ¡nt
paper sheet
kleenex tissue

3. toaster

cþver
35 nm fi_]-¡.r canister

4. nants sock

styrofoam cup

5. baseball glove
plastic

6.

bag

brcnn-r envelope

snal-l envelo¡:e

7.

paper bag
cup-cake cr4>

8.

pastrlz bag
honey

tub lid

9. treasure
tart cup
10. basket

chest

eye glass pouch

.

llÂ

Harnmers

IÍichel1e:

Gontainers

1.

X-mas wrap
Stlzrofoam cuP

2. baseball glove

ffiall

3.

flouær pot

shoe

sna1l soap dish

4"

togue
change purse

5. file fo]der
snal-l box

6. tea pot
35 nrn film canister
7. colander

jar lid

Da¡ri-ela:

1. paper wrap
2. paper plate

3.

soap dish

4. long envelope
5. baseball glove

6. togue
7. treasr:re chest
B. jar
9" oolander
10" paper cup
11" glass canister

A1vin:
Hanuaers

1.

'rD', size batts¡¡
foam roc]<

9_ontainers

llq

llammers

Contâiners

G

2. butter ]arife
oork

3" foil ball

garden hose

4.
5.
6.
7.

screwdriver

plastic

hanmer

of cards
suede brush

deck

candle

plastic

r,¿-rench

nreat mallet

pencil

B" rolling

p5n

plastic fork

1"

shoe

small floøer ¡:ot

2. baseball glove
35 rm film canister
3.
4.

brcr¡¡n envelope
bag

plastic

mänrs g1olre
stlncofoam cr4>

5" pastry

bag
cr4>-cake cup

6. file folder
'Fn*
uvr¡¡

1--uqv

7. pie plate
change purse

B. large
snall

9.

styrofoam cup
envelo¡:e

Tbnka durp truck
sinall box

Aysa:
Hammers

1.
¿.
3.
4.
5.

Containers

butter la:ife
rol-I þa[I
cork top

pliers
neat mallet

1.
2.

shoe

X-rnas iurap

I20.
Hammers

Containêrs

3. toaster co\¡er
4, paper plate
5. rnanrs sock
6. brcm¡n envelo¡re
7. towel
B. frisbee
9. nn-n,s glorze
10. pie ptate
11. therrnos
12" basket
13. lady's purse
14" glass canåster
ch6:
Hammers

1. deck of cards
2. cork top
3. meat rnllet
4. book
5. box of stacles

Containerå

1. shoe
2. toaster cover
3" X-mas wrap
4. sun hat
5. manrs sock
6. hand tq,,¡el
" brcn^¡n envelope
8. .pêper bag
9. rrqnrs glorze
10, file folder
11. Big l4ac container
12. guart container
7

I2I.
Harn$.eFs

Containers

13.

pastr¡r bag

14. carpenterfs apron
15. pastry bag
16. record jacket
17. ashtray
18. pilIo,u case
19. narrq/v plastic bag
20. bouncing ball bal_loon
Wendy:
Hammers

1. garden shovel
2. "Dn size battery
3. doorlcnoþ asseinbly
4" butter knife
5. candle
6. meat rnallet
7. candle holder
B. can of putty

Containers

1. soup bowl
2" c.offee rm:g
3. nnnrs mitt
4. shoe
5. X-mab -iørap
6. sun hat
7. toaster cover
B. manrs socJ<
9. brown errvelope
10. baseball glove
11. paper bag
12" file folder
13, treasure ciæst
14. quart container

I22.
Hamrners

Containers

S)¡lvia:

1.
2.

door lmob assernbly
garden shon¡eI

3. r.¡ood ruller
4. plasticene ball
5" butter knife
6. foil ball
7. salt shaker
B" ærk top
9. scrsn¡driver
l-0. ashtray
11. paintbrush
12. candle
13. book

1. 'irhoe
2. toaster cover
3. X-tnas wrap
4. rnant s sock
5. velvet bag
6. hand tcnøel
7. baseball glove
B. man's glove
9. file folder
10. pie container
11. treasure clrest
12. pastry bag
13. sr¡-rflcn¿er seed package

